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ABSTRACT 

An Elastance Characterization of the 

Normal and Failing Heart 

by 

David Lawrence Baldridge 

The contractile state of the left ventricle of the 

heart is shown to be uniquely characterized by the ven¬ 

tricle's instantaneous pressure-volume ratio or elastance 

(Ev(t)). This unique characterization enables various 

disease states to be distinguished by respective para¬ 

meters derived from the elastance function, the respec¬ 

tive parameters being used to form indices of the myo¬ 

cardial contractile state (myocardial contractility). 

Previous methods of characterizing the contractile 

state of the left ventricle (which utilize a microscopic 

view of individual cardiac muscle fibers) are examined and 

their strengths and weaknesses are presented. The relation 

ship of these methods to the elastance characterization 

(which utilizes a macroscopic view of muscle) is shown and 

the advantages of the Ev(t) method are given. 

Although an historically controversial topic, the 

dependence of elastance on the preload (end-diastolic 

volume, Ve(j) of the heart is first shown to exist in the 

normal dog. This dependence is expressed in terms of the 

relationship of Ve(j to peak elastance (Ev^max) and time to 



Ev,max from start of systole (tmax). After fitting human 

elastance data with a new and improved elastance curve¬ 

fitting method utilizing spline functions, the same 

relationship to Vecj as in the dog is shown to exist in 

man, both for the normal and the failing heart. In 

addition to the normal heart, the disease states studied 

include asynergism (the state of partial wall akinesis or 

dyskinesis during contraction) and coronary artery disease 

(CAD). Characteristic elastance functions (dependent on 

Ved) are shown to exist for the normal, asynergic, and CAD 

hearts, with the CAD hearts demonstrating two distinct 

elastance functions, one being associated with a more 

advanced deterioration of the myocardial contractile state 

than the other. 

Using these 'characteristic elastance functions, 

various parameters derived from the elastance functions 

are shown to distinguish the normal contractile state from 

that of the asynergic and CAD patients, the CAD patients 

existing at a lower state of myocardial contractility than 

the normal patients but at a higher state than the 

asynergic patients. 

Being a preliminary study, areas of extension and 

additional applications of the elastance characterization 

of disease states are presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Statement of the Problem 

Analysis of left ventricular function has been 

approached from two basic viewpoints in the literature. 

The first approach (the classical muscle mechanics 

approach) consists of describing ventricular performance 

in terms of the mechanics (length, tension, shortening 

velocity) of an idealized cardiac muscle fiber. This 

approach attempts to extend the classical work done on 

skeletal muscle (e.g., Hill [1]) to the analysis of the 

idealized myocardial wall fiber. The second type of 

approach (the ventricular elastance concept) utilizes the 

collective properties of muscle (i.e., the entire ventricle) 

in performance analysis and therefore deals with intra¬ 

ventricular parameters of pressure and volume. 

In the application of specific analysis procedures 

to the human in a clinical situation, the first approach 

allows the correlation of pumping abnormalities with 

changes in the physical properties of individual muscle 

fibers. Although the results of such an approach are 

indeed highly desirable, one is faced with the fact that 

the relationship between measurable parameters such as 

1 
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pressure and volume, and the length, tension, and shorten¬ 

ing velocity of an idealized myocardial element is defi¬ 

nitely not straightforward. 

Several analyses based on various geometrical models 

of the ventricle have appeared in the literature 12-4]. 

In general, these analyses are both complex and are based 

on assumptions regarding geometry and the relative magni¬ 

tude of stresses influencing an idealized myocardial wall 

element. These studies offer hope for the determination 

of the localized stress distribution in the human ventricle, 

but at present are not clinically meaningful. (This is 

particularly evident in the case where the general three- 

dimensional problem is abstracted to the one-dimensional 

case where only the circumferential stress on an idealized 

unit myocardial element in the equatorial plane of the 

ventricle is considered.] Techniques for the direct, 

atraumatic measurement of ventricular wall stress, myo¬ 

cardial fiber length, and shortening velocity, have not 

been developed to date, and, therefore, such quantities 

are inferred from measurements of pressure and volume. 

The underlying basis of such an indirect measurement is, 

of course, a geometrical model of the ventricle with its 

inherent assumptions. 
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The classical approach remains a valid approach with 

its objectives clearly at the microscopic level, centered 

about the problem of relating cardiac disease states with 

physical changes in muscle properties. The ventricular 

elastance approach is, by comparison, a more macroscopic 

approach concerned with the problem of relating cardiac 

disease states with changes in the collective, functional 

properties of the ventricle. The elastance concept depends 

only on ventricular pressure and volume both of which are 

measured routinely in human subjects with reasonable 

accuracy. In addition, the two approaches have been shown 

to be related by Suga [5] for simple ventricular geometries 

(sphere and cylinder). Rather than develop this interrela¬ 

tionship between methods to a greater extent, it is the 

explicit objective of this thesis to establish the clinical 

relationship between myocardial disease states and the 

functional characterization of the ventricle in terms of 

its elastance. To this end, the succeeding sections of 

this chapter provide necessary background material for a 

more complete understanding of this topic. 

1.2 Classical Muscle Mechanics Approach 

Analysis of ventricular performance at the level 

of the myocardial fiber is based on a model for muscular 
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contraction which was proposed by A. V. Hill [1] in 1938. 

It has in the past served as a framework for viewing 

experimental results and as a background for theoretical 

speculation. On the basis of his experiments, Hill sug¬ 

gested that active muscle behaves as if it is composed of 

three elements, two of them arranged in series with the 

third in parallel (Figure 1.1). The two series components 

are (1) a contractile element (CE), which at rest is freely 

extensible but when activated is capable of shortening and 

developing force; and (2) a passive elastic element, termed 

the series elastic component (SE). The contractile element 

is connected to the external environment only through this 

series elastic component. The series elastic component, in 

effect a passive spring that is stretched by shortening of 

the CE, is functionally, but not necessarily structurally, 

separate from the contractile element. Arranged in par¬ 

allel with these two components is another elastic com¬ 

ponent, the parallel elastic element (PE), which plays no 

role during contraction but is thought to support resting 

tension so that little force exists across the CE-SE com¬ 

plex. The anatomical site of the PE is not defined but 

may reside either in the contractile element itself, in 

the sarcolemma (surface membrane), or to some extent in 

both [6]. 
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Parallel 
Elastic 
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Element (CE) 

* 

Series 
Elastic 
Element (SE) 

Figure 1.1 Hill's Three Component Model for Muscle [1] 
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The mechanical properties of both the contractile 

system and the series elastic component are manifest only 

during the active state of muscle. The active state is 

said to be present only when those chemical processes 

which generate force or shortening at contractile sites 

in the CE are operative. This state is described quanti¬ 

tatively in terms of its intensity and duration. The 

intensity of the active state relates to the magnitude of 

the force generated and the velocity with which the CE is 

shortening relative to the force. Experimentally it has 

been shown that an inverse relationship exists between 

force and velocity [7] with the velocity of CE shortening 

decreasing as force increases. Thus, maximum force in the 

CE occurs when the velocity is zero (maximum isometric 

contraction), and maximum velocity of shortening of the 

CE (Vmax) is achieved with zero load (an unloaded isotonic 

contraction). This inverse force-velocity relation, 

reflecting the intensity of the active state, is thus used 

to characterize the active CE. 

Sonnenblick 18], in experiments on isolated cat 

papillary muscle, has shown that Vmax is a sensitive indi¬ 

cator of the myocardial contractile state and may there- 
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fore be used as an index of myocardial contractility*. An 

attempt has been made [9, 10] to extrapolate the Vmax con¬ 

cept to the intact ventricle by showing that Vmax is 

approximated by the ratio [(dP/dt)/P]max, where P is the 

intraventricular pressure. Although both of these indices 

(Vjnax> I (dP/dt)/P]max) 
are aPPr°Priately responsive to 

interventions known to alter the inotropic state, the 

question arises as to whether they are unaffected by 

alterations in loading conditions which may affect 

ventricular performance without changing contractility. 

A critical consideration in the analysis of cardiac 

function is the ability to discriminate between changes in 

contractile performance resulting from alterations in 

resting fiber length (i.e., myocardial overlap) and those 

induced by alterations in intensity of the active state 

(i.e., contractility). The difference in the two distinct 

mechanisms is illustrated by a series of Frank-Starling 

curves characterizing any given ventricle (Figure 1.2). 

For any given curve which defines a given state of con¬ 

tractility, changes in end-diastolic volume (preload) are 

♦Myocardial contractility of the left ventricle may 
be defined as the strength of the ventricular contraction; 
an increase in contractility is evidencèd by a corresponding 
increase of peak ventricular pressure (at a constant end- 
diastolic volume) and increases of rates of ventricular 
function (such as rate of ejection velocity, rates of rise 
and fall of ventricular pressure, etc.). 
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Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the family of 
ventricular function curves. The transition x ■+■ y 
represents an increase in ventricular performance accom¬ 
plished by augmentation of myocardial contractility, and 
the transition x z represents increased ventricular 
performance accomplished by the Frank-Starling mechanism 
at a constant level of myocardial contractility [11]. 
See text for details. 
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accompanied by corresponding changes in ventricular per¬ 

formance (plotted as peak ventricular pressure). When 

the background level of myocardial contractility is aug¬ 

mented (e.g., by digitalis, catecholamines, or cardiac 

sympathetic nerve stimulation), a new inotropic steady 

state is achieved and the ventricular function curve shifts 

upward and to the left. Thus, there exist two mechanisms 

by which ventricular performance may be changed. If an 

index of contractility is to discriminate between a change 

in performance due to loading conditions and a change due 

to augmented or depressed contractility, then it must 

either be independent of loading conditions or its depen¬ 

dence on the loading conditions must be quantitatively 

known. Although Sonnenblick [8] has shown what he believes 

to be the independence of Vmax from preload, controversy 

still exists as to the validity of such a statement 112-15]. 

Although Parmley et al. [16] have shown a basic quanti¬ 

tative dependence relationship between Vmax and 

[(dP/dt)/P]max and preload, no attempt has been made to 

apply this relationship to the problem of analyzing myo¬ 

cardial contractility. 

1.3 Ventricular Elastance Concept 

The second approach to analysis of left ventricular 

function is to characterize the ventricle as an active 
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chamber and describe ventricular contraction in terms of 

intraventricular pressure and volume variables. Although 

the pressure-volume diagram has been used for this purpose 

[17], due to various compensations which occur in the 

presence of heart failure, moderate to severe loss of 

myocardial function may not become evident in such a 

diagram until late in the course of the disease or unless 

the system is stressed [18]. However, left ventricular 

elastance (Ev), defined as: 

Ev(t) » Pv(t)Av(t) (1.1) 

where Pv and Vv are the instantaneous pressure and volume 

respectively, has been shown by Suga [19-21] to uniquely 

characterize the ventricular contractile state. In 

addition, Greene et al. [22] and Heithecker [23] have 

utilized elastance as an adequate functional characteri¬ 

zation of the ventricular mechanics of the denervated 

heart, the former being extended to include the case of 

the sympathetically innervated heart. 

Using experimental data from mongrel dog studies, 

Suga et al. [24] have determined that the characteristic 

parameters of the elastance function are peak elastance 

magnitude, Ev^max, and time to EVfmax from the onset of 

systole, tma . Normalizing all his elastance data with 

respect to these two parameters, Suga obtains a common 

shape for all normalized elastance curves, regardless of 
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contractile state or loading conditions (Figure 1.3). 

Concluding that the elastance function is therefore 

characterized by these two parameters, he has further 

shown that Ev max and are sensitive to interventions 

known to alter the inotropic state of the ventricle and 

that they are unchanged by loading conditions (preload, 

or end-diastolic volume, and afterload, or aortic pressure 

load). He concludes that the parameters Ev^max and tmax 

may be used to characterize the contractile state of the 

left ventricle, the elastance function being described 

mathematically as : 

in which Ev^0(t) is a particular Ev(t) determined under 

arbitrarily defined control contractile state and heart 

respectively, determined under the defined control state. 

Defining the quantities: 

(1.2) 

rate, and E. v,o,max and ^o,max are Ev,max and t^a*. 

_ Ev,max 
(1.3) 

v,o,max 

- t©,max/tmax (1.4) 
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equation (1.2) may be written as: 

Ev(t) = aEVf0(3t) (1.5) 

where a and 3 are factors that vary with contractile 

state; 3 is also a function of heart rate, whereas a 

is not [24]. 

Greene et al. [22, 25-27] have also utilized the 

elastance concept as a method of simulating classical 

experiments in ventricular mechanics for both the de- 

nervated and innervated heart. These studies emphasize 

the fact that elastance may be used to characterize the 

contractile state of the ventricle. In contrast to Suga's 

characterization however, the model of Greene et al. 

assumes that ventricular elastance in the denervated 

heart is a function of end-diastolic volume, Ve(j 

(Figure 1.4). This assumption is based on dog data from 

Taylor et al. [28] and from unpublished results in our 

laboratory. In human patient data utilized in this study, 

a dependence of ventricular elastance on end-diastolic 

volume (pre-load condition) is also noted. 

In modeling the left ventricle during systole, 

Greene et al. [22] utilized an elastance function composed 

of a weighted sum of gaussian distributions, the distri¬ 

butions being functions of end-diastolic volume. A 

modified Gauss-Newton quasilinearization scheme [29] was 
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Time - msec 

Figure 1.4 Calculated fits of Greene et al. [22] to Taylor's 
[28] systolic elastance data at three end-diastolic volumes 
utilizing a volume-dependent weighted sum of gaussian dis¬ 
tributions . 
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used to obtain a best-fit in a least-squares sense to 

measured elastance data and, as can be observed from 

Figure 1.4, the fit is quite good. Simulation studies 

using a single elastance function (Suga's method), and 

a family of elastance curves with Ve(j as a controlling 

parameter (method of Greene et al.) indicate that an 

unrealistic Frank-Starling curve (Figure 1.5) is produced 

when a single elastance curve is used. The resulting 

pressure-end-diastolic volume curve is linear at all 

values of Ve(j due to the fact that a constant P-V ratio 

(that varies only with time) is assumed. 

Heithecker's model of the heart [23] which utilizes 

an elastance characterization of the left ventricle has 

been shown to simulate clinically observed phenomena of 

the denervated heart under normal loading conditions and 

under conditions of assist device loading with an intra¬ 

aortic balloon pump. As in the model of Greene et al., 

this elastance characterization is also dependent on end- 

diastolic volume: the elastance function is characterized 

by four separate equations, one for each phase of the 

heart cycle (isovolumic contraction, ejection, isovolumic 

relaxation, and filling) , and Ve(j enters into the elastance 

calculation for each phase. 
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Ved - ml 

Figure 1.5 "Starling" curves obtained using experi¬ 
mental data from Taylor et al. 130] and Suga [20]. 
Pv is left ventricular pressure, Ved is end-diastolic 
volume, and PA is mean aortic pressure. 
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1.4 Interrelationship Between Ventricular Elastance 

and the Force-Velocity Relation 

Suga and Sagawa [5] have made a very important contri¬ 

bution to the area of the elastance characterization of the 

ventricle in that they have shown a functional interrelation¬ 

ship between the force-velocity characterization of the con¬ 

tractile element of a classical two component muscle model 
* • 

and a curve of Ev(t) vs. Ev(t)/Ev(t) where Ev (t) is the time 

derivative of the elastance function Ev(t). Specifically, 

they have utilized both thick-walled spherical and cylin¬ 

drical models of the ventricular geometry and derived ex¬ 

pressions for length, velocity of shortening, and circum¬ 

ferential stress on1 a representative unit myocardial fiber 

located at the equator of the sphere (or the middle of the 

cylinder). The equations for circumferential stress, F(t), 

and contractile element shortening, VcE(t), derived for 

both ventricular geometries are of the form: 

F(t) = H * Ev(t) (1.6) 

and VCE(t) = K • Ev(t)/Ev(t) (1.7) 

Here H and K are scaling factors specific to the geometric 

model used and both factors are functions of ventricular pre¬ 

load (Ve(j) . The mode of afterload (isotonic, isobaric or iso- 

volumic) affects only K. The mathematically derived force- 

velocity (F-VCE) curves and their shifts due to variations 
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in H, K, a, and 8 (see Equations (1.3) and (1.4)) under dif¬ 

ferent load conditions are able to simulate experimentally 

established F-VCE curves from papillary muscle and their 

characteristic shifts reported by other investigators. 

Figure 1.6a shows experimentally determined elastance 

curves under a control contractile state and heart rate as 

adapted from Suga and Sagawa [5]. Panel b of this figure 

contains a plot of Ev vs. Ev/Ev which as previously mentioned 

is related mathematically to the conventional F vs. Vç;E curve 

In comparing Figure 1.6b with a typical F-VcE curve obtained 

from papillary muscle (Figure 1.7a), or from the intact heart 

(Figure 1.7b; this figure is adapted from Ross et al. [9]) 

utilizing a Laplace law relationship between left ventricle 

pressure and circumferential stress on an equatorial element, 

one notes that the basic shape of the F-VCE curve is pre- 

served in the Ev vs. Ev/Ev curve. The factors H and K serve 

as abscissal and ordinate scaling factors. The work of Ross 

et al. 19] in Figure 1.7b also indicates that the experimen¬ 

tal F-VCE curve is a function of preload. Since H and K are 

both preload dependent, a family of force-velocity curves 

could be produced by substitution into Equations (1.6) and 

(1.7). The technique of plotting Ev vs. Ev/Ev represents a 

significant contribution since it provides a relatively 

simple manner of assessing the contractile state of the heart 

from measured pressure-volume data. 
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The basic assumption in the work of Suga and Sagawa 

[5] regarding the elastance function (Ev) is that it is 

independent of both preload and afterload. Our work agrees 

with the fact that Ev is independent of afterload, but dis¬ 

agrees as to the importance of preload (Vecj) . We agree that 

the Ev vs. Ev/Ev curve is a valuable concept for evaluating 

the contractile state of the heart, but contrary to the view 

of Suga and Sagawa [5], we feel that elastance is a function 

of end-diastolic volume. This dependence on Ve(j could sub¬ 

sequently introduce errors in the interpretation of Ev vs. 
• 

Ev/Ev diagrams obtained from subjects at different end-dia¬ 

stolic volumes. This matter is discussed in greater detail 

in Section 2.2, relating to experimental animal data, and 

in Chapters 3 and 4 regarding elastance data obtained from 

human subjects. 

1.5 Foreword 

The classical muscle mechanics approach to analysis 

of left ventricular function, although valid, is quite com¬ 

plicated in its application to the intact heart and is based 

on a geometrical model of the ventricle with its inherent 

assumptions. However the elastance approach is concerned 

with direct application of the collective properties of the 

ventricle to ventricular function analysis and therefore 
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deals directly with the routinely measured variables of 

pressure and volume. Although this elastance concept has 

been shown in the dog [5, 22, 23] to be a valid functional 

characterization of the left ventricle, there has been no 

previous attempt (to the author's knowledge) at direct 

application of the elastance approach to the human situation. 

The objective of this thesis is to apply this elastance con¬ 

cept in establishing the clinical relationship between 

myocardial disease states in the human. 

First, Chapter 2 presents the method used in charac¬ 

terizing a family of ventricular elastance curves resulting 

from elastance dependence on end-diastolic volume and is 

concerned mainly with development of the method by appli¬ 

cation to animal data. Then the computational aspects of 

elastance function analysis are presented in Chapter 3 with 

discussion of problems encountered in pressure and volume 

measurement. Chapter 4 presents the results of applying the 

method of Chapter 2 to humans and discussion regarding those 

results. Chapter 5 briefly presents conclusions regarding 

the important aspects of the results as applicable to the 

clinical situation. 
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II. MODELING METHODS 

2.0 Preamble 

This chapter is concerned with development of the 

method used to analytically characterize a family of 

ventricular elastance curves. First, the spline fit 

method for fitting a single elastance curve will be 

discussed followed by a discussion of the dependence of 

ventricular elastance on end-diastolic volume and heart 

rate. The latter discussion contains a description of 

methods employed in obtaining fits to a family of elastance 

curves obtained from isolated dog heart experiments per¬ 

formed in our laboratory. This work on obtaining curve- 

fits to experimental animal data is considered a necessary 

demonstration of the modeling technique prior to its appli¬ 

cation to the more difficult problem of treating elastance 

data from human subjects. 

2.1 Fitting Elastance Data with Spline Functions 

The experimental elastance functions utilized in 

this study are formed as the'ratio of simultaneously 

sampled pressure and volume tracings from human patients. 

Analysis of such discrete time functions requires that 
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the discrete functions be accurately fit with continuous 

analytic expressions, thus enabling such operations as 

interpolation and differentiation to be performed on the 

original data. Greene et al. [22] have developed a method 

to express any systolic elastance function as the sum of 

three gaussian distributions, thus obtaining a good approx¬ 

imation which is continuous throughout the systolic 

portion of the elastance cycle. Heithecker [23] approached 

the problem by fitting each of the four phases of the heart 

cycle (isovolumic contraction, ejection, isovolumic relax¬ 

ation, and filling) with a separate equation. This method 

has the advantage of allowing various distinguishing 

properties of each phase of the heart cycle to be empha¬ 

sized with its own describing equation. The main dis¬ 

advantage with this approach is that the discontinuities 

at the endpoints of each segment must be strictly minimized 

if interpolation or differentiation is to be performed. 

This may seem to be a minor point; however, if the defining 

equations are restricted to simple forms, it becomes 

extremely difficult to match the endpoints to obtain a 

reasonably continuous curve. 

The method considered in this study utilizes inter¬ 

polating "spline" functions to fit the elastance data. A 
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spline function is a piecewise polynomial function which 

satisfies certain conditions regarding continuity of the 

function and its derivatives. Given a strictly increasing 

sequence of real numbers, ti, t2, ..., tn, a spline 

function S(t) of degree m with the "knots" tj, t2, ..., 

tn is a function defined on the entire real line having 

the following two properties [31]: 

a) In each interval (t^, ti+^) for i = 0, 

1, n (where t0 = -°° and tn+^ -<=»), 

S(x) is given by some polynomial of degree m 

or less; 

b) S(t) and its derivatives of orders 1, 

2, ..., m-1 are continuous everywhere. 

A "cubic" interpolating spline function was most 

useful in this application since it is not only continuous 

as a function but has both a continuous first derivative 

and a continuous second derivative (i.e., it is a C2 

function). The elastance representation with inter¬ 

polating spline functions can thus be written in the 

following form: 

S(t) = ai + bL E + cL E2 + dt E3 (2.1) 

where t = t - t^, i = 1, ..., n-1. An additional smooth¬ 

ing property was imposed on the spline function for this 
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application and is described as follows: the inter¬ 

polating spline function S was required to be the smoothest 

interpolating function S for the n data points, where 

"smoothest" refers to the minimization of the integral 

c(s) = ^tn [|^rs(t)]2 dt (2,2) 

This method of elastance function representation 

is advantageous from aspects other than that of continuity. 

One such advantage is that it enables the entire elastance 

function to be represented by a single expression with 

variable coefficients; the coefficients, which are distinct 

for each data interval, may be stored in vector form. 

Thus, the elastance function may easily be fit for all 

four heart phases, regardless of changes that may occur 

for various disease states. 

Another very important advantage of this method 

concerns the accuracy with which the experimental elastance 

curves may be fit. Each given data point is interpolated 

with the spline function, extraneous wiggles between points 

being minimized by the smoothing requirement defined 

above. {Approximation of the data points may be used as 

a relaxation of the interpolation requirement in obtaining 

any degree of smoothing; however, interpolation was used 
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in this application in an attempt to lose no information 

contained in the sampled data. Were the data to be 

excessively noisy, the interpolation requirement should 

necessarily be relaxed in order to recover the desired 

information from the noise. The spline property regarding 

the degree of approximation is described by the equation 

? [S(t.) - y.]2 < E (2.3) 
i=l 1 1 

where (t^, y^) , i = 1, ..., n, is the given set of n data 

points, y^ is the functional value at t^, and E is a non¬ 

negative parameter which controls the extent of smoothing 

(E = 0 specifies interpolation).] 

An example of the accuracy obtainable with the 

spline fit and comparison with previously reported 

elastance fits are presented in Figures 2.1a, b, c using 

the dog elastance data of Taylor [28]. The n data points 

of the elastance function of Figure 2.1a are interpolated 

by a cubic spline function to yield a total of 2n - 1 

equally-spaced points (equal spacing is not a requirement). 

Note that not only is the spline function able to duplicate 

all of the original data points but that the fit is very 

smooth (which results from minimization of the integral 

of the squared second-derivatives, i.e., Equation (2.2).) 
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Time - msec 

Figure 2.1a A computed ventricular elastance curve-fit to 
experimental elastance points obtained from the dog pressure- 
volume data of Taylor [28]. The fit is obtained with a cubic 
spline interpolating function. Circles (o) represent experi¬ 
mental points, crosses (+) represent interpolated points, and 
the solid line (—) represents the resulting curve fit. 
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Figure 2.1b The calculated curve-fit of Greene et al. [22] 
(represented by the solid line) to the experimental elastance 
data of Figure 2.1a. See text for discussion. 

Figure 2.1c The calculated curve-fit of Heithecker [23] (pre¬ 
sented as the solid line) to the experimental elastance data of 
Figure 2.1a. See text for discussion. 
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Such an interpolation method of fitting elastance curves 

is seen to yield a much closer fit to the experimental 

data points than either of the curve fits of Figure 2.1b, 

c which are obtained by "approximation" methods (in which 

the fit is not required to pass through the data points). 

Figure 2.1b is the fit of Greene et al. [22] to the same 

elastance data of Figure 2.1a, while Figure 2.1c presents 

the fit of Heithecker [23] to the same data. (See Chapter 

1 for a description of these two curve fit methods.) The 

continuity of the spline elastance fit as opposed to the 

discontinuity of Heithecker's fit between phases of the 

heart cycle should also be noted. 

The spline function representation of elastance 

also allows differentiation of the elastance function to 

be easily performed: 

g'(t) = bi + 2ct t + 3di t
2 (2.4) 

g"(t) = 2ci + 6d± t (2.5) 

where t = t - t. , i = 1, ..., n - 1. 
l 

The program used in obtaining a spline function 

representation of elastance is contained in Appendix B. 
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2.2 The Dependence of Elastance on End-Diastolic 

Volume and Heart Rate 

As mentioned previously in Section 1.3, it is our 

contention that ventricular elastance depends on both 

end-diastolic volume and heart rate. In support of this 

position experiments were conducted on dogs in our 

laboratory utilizing an isolated heart preparation. After 

anesthetization with Nembutal and Innovar-vet (lcc/10 kg), 

the chest was opened via midline sternotomy, the heart was 

placed in a pericardial cradle, an electromagnetic flow 

probe was placed around the root of the aorta, and the 

left atrium was cannulated with a large bore (.5cm I.D.) 

tube connected to an elevated blood reservoir. Left 

atrial pressure was measured via a polyethylene catheter 

threaded through a Y-tube in the reservoir line; the tip 

of the catheter was advanced into the left atrium and 

pressure was recorded via a Statham P23db pressure trans¬ 

ducer. Instantaneous aortic pressure was recorded via a 

catheter inserted in the left carotid artery in the neck 

and advanced to the level of the aorta. Left ventricular 

pressure was measured by inserting a stainless steel 

cannula (fashioned from a 17-gauge syringe needle) directly 

into the free wall of the left ventricle. A short, stiff, 
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saline-filled catheter formed the coupling between the 

ventricle and a Statham P23db pressure transducer. Aortic 

load pressure was controlled using a large bore femoral 

cannula which was connected through tubing to a roller 

pump in series with a heated (37°C) blood sump. Blood 

could thus be pumped into or out of the body (either 

elevating or lowering arterial load pressure). Pump 

speeds in general were very low and at some loads, the 

pump was shut-off. A second roller pump was used to 

transfer blood from the sump to the elevated reservoir. 

Left atrial pressure could therefore be set by adjusting 

the speed and direction of rotation of the roller pump. 

To obtain a newly-isolated ventricular preparation, a 

3-adrenergic blocking agent (propanalol ,5mg/kg.) was 

administered and a cervical vagotomy was performed. In 

experiments where heart rate was controlled, the SA node 

was crushed and xylocaine was administered topically in 

the nodal region. The heart was then driven by pacing 

electrodes sutured to the right atrial appendage. 

The isolated heart experiment described above 

provided a method of controlling the preload and afterload 

of the denervated ventricle at a controlled heart rate. 

Experiments were performed at several values of preload 
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and afterload, and pressure and flow data were recorded on 

both analog tape (ampex FM 1300 tape recorder) and digital 

tape utilizing a special digital data acquisition scheme*. 

A special Fortran computer program** was utilized to com¬ 

pute ventricular volume and elastance. Ventricular volume 

was computed according to the formula 

where end-diastolic volume was computed from knowledge of 

the end-diastolic ventricular pressure and the passive 

pressure-volume curve obtained from the K+-arrested heart 

at the end of the experiment (see e.g. Ross et al.[9] for 

details of this method). 

tative dog experiments are shown in Figure 2.2. Here one 

notes that in both cases elastance is clearly a function 

of end-diastolic volume (Ve(j) . The plot of peak elastance 

(E _= ) vs. V H is given in Figure 2.3 for dog 061473. V f IllcLX cu 

♦Program entitled DAISY, written in assembly lan¬ 
guage for the DEC PDP-12 computer by Dr. Gerald R. Kane, 
E.E. Dept., Oklahoma State University. 

**A modified version of a Fortran program by 
Dr. M. E. Greene [53]. 

V(t) (2.6) 

The experimental elastance curves for two represen¬ 
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Figure 2.2a A family of experimental elastance curves obtained with 
different end-diastolic volumes (at constant heart rate) from dog 
121972 in our laboratories. 
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Time - msec 

Figure 2.2b A family of experimental elastance curves obtained with 
different end-diastolic volumes (at constant heart rate) from dog 
061473 in our laboratories. 
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This figure illustrates a general trend for Ev^max to 

decrease with increasing values of Ve(j. This relationship 

is essentially hyperbolic as indicated by the solid curve 

in the graph (best fit of a hyperbolic curve to data in a 

least squares sense). There is, however, a critical value 

of end-diastolic volume below which Ev^max fails to 

increase with decreasing Ve(j. This value of Ved is 

approximately 30cc for dog 061473 and varies with the size 

of the heart. This decline in the value of'Ev max for 

smaller end-diastolic volumes is due to a limitation of 

stroke volume at lower filling volumes. For example, a 

normal stroke volume for a 20 kg. dog is approximately 

20cc. The ventricle is, of course, never able to com¬ 

pletely eject the volume filling it and at the end of 

systole, a residual volume (VR).remains. That is, the 

ejection fraction of the ventricle (defined as the ratio 

of the stroke volume to the end diastolic volume) is 

never equal to one. A normal value for the ejection 

fraction for both the dog and the human should, in fact, 

be in the range 0.55-0.7. Thus, at low filling volumes 

there is a stroke limitation on the pump, and the value 

of the instantaneous P/V ratio declines in the latter part 

of systole as the pump encounters this limitation. This 
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portion of the curve fit consists of an added exponential 

term which does not contribute except at low end-diastolic 

volumes. 

Figure 2.4 is a plot of the time to peak elastance 

(tmaX) 
as a function of end-diastolic volume for a repre¬ 

sentative experiment (dog 061473) . In general, a linear 

relationship is seen to exist between tmax and Ve(j. 

Both Figures 2.3 and 2.4 are extremely important 

in the elastance analysis of ventricular function in that 

they specify the dependence relation between elastance and 

end-diastolic volume. That is, knowledge of these two 

curves, together with the temporal course of the elastance 

curve at a control volume, allows one to construct a family 

of ventricular elastance curves with Ved as a controlling 

parameter. 

Describing elastance dependence on Ved in terms of 

Ev max and ^Ttiax' t^le elastance function can be expressed 

as : 

Ev max(Ved) 
Ev(Ved, t> = '   E. 

■o ,max 
Jv,o ,max 

v'° w Tv^d) 11 (2.7) 

where E (t) is the elastance function at a control value 
V f O 

of Ved, Ev,o,max 
and to,max are Values associated with the 

control state, and Ev^max(Ved) and tmax(Ved) are specified 
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by the relations shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. 

The elastance function in the control state may be repre¬ 

sented by a cubic spline function of the form 

Ev,0(t) = A + Bt + Ct2 + D t3 (2.8) 

where 

A = . 

n-1 

Bi 
f B = 

B n-1 

, C = . 

'n-1 

Di 
, D = . 

n-1 

_ (t-ti) 
t = 

tj <_t<^t2 

t -<t<t_ 
n-1 n 

Equation (2.7) then becomes: 

Ev(Vedft) = a(Ved)[^ + + 9.(e^)2 + D (3t) 3 ] (2.9) 

where a(V ,) = EY,max(Ved} (2.10) 
Ev,o,max 

and 3(V_d) = ^°>max . (2.11) 
W(ved> 

Figure 2.5 serves as an example of the family of 

ventricular elastance curves which results from applying 

such relations as those in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 to 
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Figure 2.5 The calculated family of elastance curves for 
dog 061473 resulting from the volume-dependent relations of 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 as applied to Equation (2.9). The 
individual points represent the experimental elastance 
data of Figure 2.2b. 
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Equation (2.9). Note that the Ve(^-dependent equation 

predicts very closely the original family of curves of 

Figure 2.2 (presented as the data points of Figure 2.5). 

This ability to predict elastance changes resulting from 

Ved-<3.ePenclent variance in Ev,max 
anc^ tmax indicates that, 

except for magnitude and time scaling, the basic shape of 

the control elastance curve is unaltered by changing Ve(j. 

As pointed out earlier in this section, elastance 

is also dependent on heart rate. Figure 2.6 is adapted 

from Suga and Sagawa [5] and shows that the main effect 

of a change in heart rate is a change in tmax* With 

increasing heart rate Ev,max decreases slightly and from 
• • 

the adjacent Ev/Ev vs. Ev plot one may observe that Ev 

increases at the elevated rate. 

2.3 Discussion 

This chapter has been concerned with the development 

of a method of modeling ventricular function. The method 

consists of (a) utilizing a cubic spline interpolating 

function to obtain a best-fit to measured elastance data 

at a control volume and (b) obtaining fits to measured 

Ev,max vs* Ved and ^max vs• Ved curves order to form a 

family of elastance curves with Ve(j as a controlling 
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parameter. The family of curves then serves as a set of 

operating characteristics for the ventricle at any given 

preload.* 

The method in this form is somewhat cumbersome, 

since elastance functions have to be determined at several 

values of end-diastolic volume. An alternative approach 

would be to determine the general form of Ev^max vs. 
Ved 

and tmax vs. Ve(^ for experimental animals with hearts of 

different sizes and with measurements obtained in the 

quiescent state. Representative curves (Ev,max, t^x 
vs* 

Ved) f°
r a particular animal's operating range of volumes 

could then be used to predict the general form of the 

family of elastance curves characterizing his ventricle. 

For dogs of approximately the same body weight and heart 

size, the nature of these curves would also change with 

the clinical state of the heart. Here the dogs will be 

considered to be in a basal inotropic state appropriate 

to the individual subject, and the term "clinical state" 

will refer to disease state (normal, hypertrophy, aneurysm, 

etc.). Although at present we have no direct experimental 

*The elastance function has been shown to be rela¬ 
tively insensitive to changes in afterload (Suga [20]). 
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evidence from our laboratory supporting such a conclusion, 

it is our contention, based on studies reported in the 

literature on animal models of ventricular failure [32,33], 

that relatively significant changes in the Ev^max, tmax 

vs. Ve£ curves are produced by changes in the clinical 

state of the myocardium, while comparatively small changes 

are produced by differences in quiescent heart rate and 

inotropic state. This hypothesis remains to be proved in 

a quantitative fashion in animal experiments; however, it 

will presently serve as the basis of our analysis of the 

elastance characterization of the normal and failing human 

ventricle. Before indicating results utilizing data from 

human subjects, certain problems concerning the measure¬ 

ment of pressure and volume data, as well as computational 

aspects involved in the calculation of ventricular 

elastance, must be discussed. This is the subject matter 

of Chapter 3. 
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111• COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

3.0 Preamble 

This chapter presents the methods employed for 

pressure and volume measurement and the techniques utilized 

in elastance function analysis. Left ventricular volume 

calculation by means of single plane angiocardiography is 

explained, and pressure measurement with both a fluid- 

filled catheter system and with a catheter-tip manometer 

system is discussed. The various problems encountered 

with the measurement techniques are briefly examined. 

Elastance function analysis is presented in terms of the 

elastance calculation, the curve-fitting procedure, 

elastance characterization of the normal and failing 

heart, and the various operations performed on the 

elastance function representations. Results and dis¬ 

cussion of results are left to Chapter 4. 

The left ventricular pressure and volume data for 

this study was kindly supplied by Dr. James Cole, Depart¬ 

ment of Medicine, Baylor College of Medicine and The 

Methodist Hospital, Houston, Texas, and by Drs. R. W. 

Brower and F. Kloster, Medische Faculteit Rotterdam, 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 
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3.1 Pressure-Volume Measurements 

Accurate elastance analysis is dependent on the 

quality of both the pressure and the volume measurements 

from which the elastance functions are calculated. The 

techniques employed in data collection for this study are 

in general use within the clinical area and have been 

shown to yield the essential features of the respective 

waveforms [34,35]. The systems utilized for measurement 

are presented together with the problems which were en¬ 

countered in obtaining satisfactory data, and represen¬ 

tative cases are used for illustrative purposes. 

A. Clinical Measurement of Left Ventricular Volume 

Left ventricular volume calculation by means of 

single plane angiocardiograms (cineangiograms) is routinely 

performed in many cardiology laboratories in studying both 

cardiovascular physiology and pathology. This technique 

consists of injecting radiopaque dye directly into the 

ventricle by means of a catheter, filming one or more 

cardiac cycles with a high-speed X-ray camera, and calcu¬ 

lating volume from measurements taken from the film, 

assuming that the left ventricular chamber can be repre¬ 

sented by an ellipsoid of revolution reference figure 

(prolate spheroid). 
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The radiopaque contrast material which is injected 

into the ventricle makes it possible to define the position 

and the movement of the endocardial wall by means of the 

filming of an X-ray image. The small changes which may 

occur in contractility or ventricular function by injection 

of the dye can be controlled by the type and amount of 

material which is injected [36]. About 40cc of the con¬ 

trast material (e.g., Angio-Conray) is injected intra¬ 

ventricular ly over approximately a four second interval, 

after which films of the heart cycle are made. In studying 

the changes in elastance due to preload changes, it is 

desirable to make a series of sequential injections under 

different preload (end-diastolic volume) conditions. 

However, since the .accumulative effects of successive 

injections of contrast material are possibly harmful to 

the patient [37], only one injection of the dye was 

utilized in these studies. 

The left ventricle is filmed in the right anterior 

oblique (RAO) position (in which the long axis of the 

ventricle is perpendicular to the x-ray beam) using a 

standard x-ray source, an image intensifier, and a 35-mm 

camera. The cineangiograms are filmed at a speed of 64 

frames per sec (FPS) in Dr. Cole's laboratory and at speeds 
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of 45-72 FPS in the laboratories of Drs. Brower and 

Kloster, with simultaneous recording of the injection time 

indicator and the electrocardiogram. 

The resulting films are analyzed using a servo¬ 

plotting table adapted for projection of cinefilms onto 

the plotting surface. The plotting table is connected 

directly to a small computer which has been programmed 

to calculate actual dimensions from the cinefilms. The 

ventricular outline is projected onto the plotting surface, 

and a grid is placed over the projected image at a tilt so 

that it is aligned with the ventricular long axis. An 

operator then scans the ventricular outline with an electro¬ 

magnetic cursor which transfers to the computer the point 

coordinates which define dimensions to be measured. Cal¬ 

culations proceed automatically as points on the ventricular 

outline are transferred; an ellipsoidal formula is used to 

calculate the volume. Figure 3.1 presents a typical result 

of cineangiographical volume calculation. 

As previously mentioned, this method of volume cal¬ 

culation assumes that the left ventricular chamber can be 

represented by an ellipsoid reference figure, and, further, 

that the dimensions of the three dimensional ellipsoid can 

be determined from films taken in a single plane. Although 

the cineangiographical method has been shown to consis- 
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Figure 3.1 An example of calculated left ventricular volume vs. 
time as determined by the cineangiographical method described in 
the text. Data points occur at intervals of 1/64 seconds and are 
smoothed by a least squares digital computer technique. 
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téntly overestimate actual volume [38,39] (comparison 

being made with barium-filled post-mortem hearts [40]), 

correction by means of a regression formula allows the 

above assumptions to be used with validity. Additional 

correction factors are incorporated within the calcu¬ 

lations to account for the distortion and magnification 

errors resulting from nonparallel x-ray beams and from 

the projection system. The resulting equation used for 

volume calculation is: 

V = (0.848 * A2 • Cs/L) • 0.787 + 7.8 ml. (3.1) 

where A is calculated area of the planar projection, L is 

longitudinal length from aortic valve to apex, and C is 

the correction factor. 

B. Clinical Measurement of Left Ventricular Pressure 

There are two types of ventricular pressure sensing 

systems in general clinical use today: the more traditional 

system utilizes a fluid-filled catheter which is inserted 

within the ventricular chamber by way of the brachial artery 

and is externally connected to an electronic pressure trans¬ 

ducer and recording device; the more recently introduced 

system utilizes a catheter containing the electronic trans¬ 

ducer within its tip, thus eliminating the fluid link in 

the system (along with its attendant low-pass filter 
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properties) and allowing direct intraventricular placement 

of the pressure transducing element. Data obtained from 

both types of systems was employed in these studies, thus 

making any conclusions more applicable to the general 

clinical situation. 

The fluid-filled catheter system used by Dr. Cole 

consisted of a #8 Lehman ventricular catheter filled with 

saline solution that was connected through a stopcock to 

a P23Db pressure transducer, the final signal being re¬ 

corded on a strip-chart recorder (Electronics for Medi¬ 

cine, SGM Carrier Amplifier). The catheter-tip system was 

composed of a Dallons-Telco electromanometer and standard 

recording equipment. 

A problem associated with ventricular pressure 

measurement utilizing a long, narrow-bore, fluid-filled 

catheter manometer (that is not encountered with the 

catheter-tip system) is that the reading obtained is 

actually a filtered version of the true pressure. The 

problem is a result of the dynamics of the catheter fluid 

and its flow and, to a lesser degree, the compliance of 

the catheter. To obtain a record of the true pressure, 

various techniques could be applied to the original data 

which would effectively remove the catheter charac¬ 

teristics introduced into the measurement. 
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Since most of the fluid-filled catheter data that 

was accessible for this investigation was obtained prior 

to the beginning of the study, the method chosen for 

filtering the data was necessarily an "off-line" technique. 

The method consisted of applying an inverse digital filter 

to samples of the recorded pressures using digital com¬ 

puter techniques. Although digital filtering techniques 

[41] exist for both the time domain (in which operations 

are performed on the time samples, e.g., numerical decon¬ 

volution techniques [42]) and for the frequency domain 

(in which operations are performed on the Discrete Fourier 

Transform of the time samples, e.g., FFT, DFT techniques 

[43]) a frequency domain technique [44] was eventually 

employed after showing that solution in the time domain 

involved a complex instability problem. 

The basic problem involves obtaining samples of the 

input (original) pressure from the given samples of the 

output (measured) pressure. This relationship is defined 

in the frequency domain by the following well-known con¬ 

volution relation [45]: 

G (k) = P (k) * H (k) (3.2) 
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where G(k) is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)* of 

the output pressure, g(t); P(k) is the DFT of the input 

pressure, p(t); and H(k) is the DFT of the catheter system 

impulse response, h(t). Assuming that H(k) is known and 

that the DFT of the time functions exist, the P(k) — and 

subsequently p(t)   may be easily calculated from the 

given G(k). 

Since the catheter system impulse response function, 

h(t), was not known for the particular catheter system used 

in obtaining the pressure data, h(t) was determined by a 

simple experimental procedure [35, 46]. This procedure, 

described in detail in Appendix A, yielded the system 

step response, u(t), and samples of the impulse response, 

h(t), were easily obtained by taking the time derivative 

of the step response samples (192 samples/sec) since 

h(t) = ^ u(t) . (3.3) 

Using the experimentally determined impulse response 

h(t) with samples of the measured pressures, deconvolution 

*Given time function f(n), n=0, ..., N - 1, the 
Discrete Fourier Transform of f(n) is defined as 

N-l -j iHL nk 
DFT [f (n) ] = F (k) = I f (n) e N , k = 0 , ..., N - 1. 

n=0 
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with the DFT was successfully applied on an IBM 370 digital 

computer to obtain samples of the original pressures. An 

example of the type of results obtained using the DFT de- 

convolution technique is shown in Figure 3.2. 

There were a few instances in which the digital 

inverse filter did not remove artifacts which were intro¬ 

duced into the pressure data by the catheter system. The 

most probable cause of these unsuccessful filtering 

results is the existence of air bubbles within the 

catheter system at the time of the corresponding pressure 

measurement. Thus, the impulse response, h(t), used for 

inverse filtering would not be the true h(t) of the system 

containing the air. This situation fortunately seems to 

have occurred infrequently. 

Another problem encountered with the data obtained 

in Dr. Cole's laboratory with the fluid-filled system is 

that the pressure measurement was obtained sequentially 

in time with respect to the volume data; i.e., the pressure 

measurement was made immediately prior to injection of the 

contrast material used in volume determination. This 

technique requires the use of only one intraventricular 

catheter which is employed for both pressure measurement 

and dye injection. Although any contractility change 

before and after dye injection is minimal [36] and can 
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probably be neglected, any variability in heart rate 

between the two sets of data (pressure and volume) may 

effect the time-dependent ratio of pressure to volume. 

However, since any heart rate change is usually minimal 

(1-3 bpm) and can be considered as causing mainly a change 

in the filling phase I47], the problem is of no major 

consequence. Since the filling phase of elastance has an 

approximately constant slope, any duration change can be 

easily accommodated (by interval deletion or addition) in 

matching the heart rate associated with pressure to that 

of volume. 

The sequential measurement of pressure and volume 

requires that some consistent method be used in aligning 

the two types of data since the elastance ratio is depen¬ 

dent on the timing relationship. From isolated test cases 

in Dr. Cole's laboratory, the beginning point of calcu¬ 

lated volume decrease was found to occur before ejection 

and at the beginning of isovolumic contraction (the time 

at which left ventricular pressure begins its rapid 

increase). A change in calculated ventricular volume 

before ejection has also been reported in the literature 

148,49] and has been shown by using high-speed biplane 

cineangiograms to be the probable result of a small 

decrease in the equatorial diameter of the ventricle during 
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isovolumic contraction [50]. (This diameter is used in 

the calculation of ventricular volume.) Karliner et al. 

[50] believe that this volume "loss" in patients without 

mitral regurgitation can probably be attributed to 

posterior displacement of the mitral valve, which is 

known to occur prior to aortic valve opening [51]. The 

pressure-volume data obtained sequentially in time was 

thus alligned at the point at which volume begins its 

decrease and at which pressure begins its rapid increase 

during isovolumic contraction. 

The pressure data obtained with the catheter-tip 

manometer had neither of the problems described above 

which related to the fluid-filled system. There was no 

fluid link to cause smearing of the data, and the 

pressure data was taken simultaneously with the filming 

of the ventricular cycle. Figure 3.3 shows the shape of 

a typical pressure curve obtained with this system, con¬ 

trasted with the typical curve of Figure 3.2 which was 

obtained with the fluid-filled system. 

3.2 Calculation of Ventricular Elastance for Human 

Subjects 

After smoothing the calculated volume data with a 

least squares technique utilizing a third degree polynomial 
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| 1 Pressure 
|  1 Volume 
| 1 Elastance 

Figure 3.3 Human pressure (——-) and volume (— data and 
the resulting elastance curve presented with normalized 
ordinate values vs. time. The three curves are normalized 
with respect to the respective peak values in order to better 
present the time relationship between the curves. 
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relevant to five successive points [52] , a sampled 

elastance function was calculated as the instantaneous 

ratio of pressure to volume: 

Ey ( t]^) — Py ( t]ç) /Vy ( tjç ) , / it = l f . • • , n . (S«4) 

The data point sampling rate for these experimental 

elastance functions varied according to the film speed 

used in obtaining the volume data (64 samples per second 

in the case of Dr. Cole's data and 45-72 SPS in the case 

of the data obtained from Drs. Brower and Kloster}. 

Figure 3.3 shows typical pressure and volume curves and 

the resultant elastance curve. 

In order to analyze tire experimental elastance 

functions with, such procedures as interpolation and 

differentiation, the cubic spline interpolation method 

described in Chapter 2 was applied to calculate patient 

elastance data. Using the analytic spline representations 

of the experimental elastance functions and their deriv¬ 

atives, interpolation was applied in doubling the number 

of original, equally-spaced, data points for each function. 

This allowed changes within various parameters derived 

from the elastance function to be more clearly defined and 

analyzed. 

Before a patient's pressure-volume data was sub¬ 

jected to elastance analysis, the patient was classified 
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as belonging to one of the following three groups, depend¬ 

ing on the results of current clinical diagnostic pro¬ 

cedures: 1) patients with normal ventricular function; 

2) patients with coronary artery disease (50% occlusion 

of one or more major coronary vessels), but who have a 

normal left ventricular contraction; and 3) patients 

who display asynergy (distention or no movement) of a 

portion of the left ventricular wall during a ventri¬ 

cular contraction. The diagnostic procedures used in 

making these determinations included selective coronary 

arteriography (to check for coronary artery disease), 

left ventricular cineangiography (to check for asynergy), 

and left heart catheterization and a Fick cardiac output 

study (to ensure normality if no other symptoms existed). . 

Patients with moderate to major valvular disorders (11»5% 

of available data), patients with non-typical disorders 

(such as ascending aortic aneurysm, etc.— 8.5% of avail¬ 

able data), and patients with artifactual data recordings 

(20% of available data) were not considered in this study. 

After classifying each patient as being within one 

of the three categories, the individual elastance functions 

were calculated and the three groups were analyzed by com¬ 

parison. A moderate degree of elastance variability among 

members of the same group was found to exist for each 
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group: although the basic shape of the elastance curves 

for individuals within a specific group remains remarkably 

the same, different degrees of magnitude and time scaling 

exist for the various elastance curves within the same 

group. These scaling factors are represented by the two 

elastance parameters Ev^max, or peak elastance magnitude, 

and tmax, the time from onset of systole to Ev,max. Since 

Ev,max 
an<* tmax the dog have been shown to be functions 

of end-diastolic volume (see Chapter 2) it would seem 

logical that the variability of Ev,max and in the 

human may result from dependence on Ved. Such relation¬ 

ships are exhibited in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 in which single 

values of Ev,max and tmax, respectively, from individual 

patients are plotted with respect to Ve£ for the three 

groups. 

Figure 3.4, a plot of Ev^max vs. Ved for the normal 

(N) group, the coronary artery diseased (CAD) group, and 

the ventricular asynergic (A) group, exhibits a hyperbolic 

relationship for each group: 

Ai + A2 * Ved 
Ev,max =   (3.5) 

A3 + Ai» * Ved 

where for the N group: 

Aï = .441, A2 = 147 .142, As = -12.1, A4 9 
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for the CAD group: 

Ax = 211, A2 = .394, A3 = -7.07, A^ = .776, 

and for the A group: 

Aj = 48.6, A2 = -.048, A3 = -36.4, A4 = .397. 

Such a relationship is consistent with the results obtained 

in the dog as described in Chapter 2. Notice however that 

the downward turn in the curve at very low Ve(^s is not 

present. This may be due to the small number of data 

points, a larger quantity of data being needed to make 

the characteristic distinguishable. However, the most 

probable cause of the absence is that the physiologic 

range of Ve(^ does not include the characteristic since 

it is probably the result of insufficient blood volume 

needed for satisfactory ejection (see discussion in 

Chapter 2). Note that although the curve fits for the N 

and CAD groups are not significantly different from one 

another, the A curve is distinctly different from the 

other groups in three respects : the A group has a lower 

average Ev,max value, the average Ve(^ is higher, and the 

variability of E^ values within the group's Ve(j range 

(^185-261 ml) is less. Also of interest is the wide 

range of E„ values associated with the N and CAD 3 v,max 

groups. 
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Figure 3.5, a plot of tmax vs. Ved for the three 

groups, exhibits a linear relationship for each group: 

tmax = Bi + B2 * Ved (3.6) 

where for the N group: Bi = 200, B2 = .480, 

for the CAD group: Bx = 431, B2 = -.804, 

and for the A group: B! = 445, B2 = -.895. 

This linear form is consistent with the relationship 

obtained in the dog experiments presented in Chapter 2. 

Note the distinct difference in the relation for the N 

group with respect to the CAD and A relations : the tmax 

values for the N group are directly related to V whereas 

the CAD and A groups exhibit an inverse relation between 

tmax an<^ ved* T^e CAD an<^ A 9rouPs display approximately 

the same relationship in this plot. 

Since the basic shape of individual elastance curves 

within a specific group remains essentially the same (as 

is shown in Chapter 4), it is possible to represent a 

group's elastance characteristics with a single elastance 

function which is dependent on Vgd. Incorporating the 

dependence of elastance on Ved into the spline equation 

for the elastance function, each elastance function for 

the three contractile state groups may be expressed in 

the form: 
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Vved't} - a{ved) ' Ev,o I3(Ved)t]. (3.7) 

Ev,o(t) is a representative elastance function for a 

specified contractile state group, and a and 8 are Vg(j 

dependent scale factors. Specifically, 

a <V d> = Vmax
(V 

e Ev,o,max 
(3.8) 

(3.9) 

are the values associated with 

a/v ï _ °'max 

6 (Vea> " Wved> 

where Ev,o,max and ^max 

the representative function, and EVfiriax(
v
ed) and tmax^ed^ 

are specified by the relations shown in Figures 3.4 and 

3.5, respectively. The representative function is a cubic 

spline function of the form: 

Ev,0(t) = A + Bt + Ct2 + D t3 (3.10) 

where 

A = 
Ai 

V-l 

_ (t-tx) 
t = 

(t'W 

B i 
B = 

B 
n-1 

Ci 
C = 

'n-1 

D i 
D = 

D n-1 

tx <_t<t2 

^i-li^n 
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Equation (3.7) then becomes: 

Ev(Ved't) = a(ved} * & + £(3 t) + C(3 t) 2 + D(3 t)3]. (3.11) 

Using the representative elastance functions for the 

three groups with the average Vg(j for each group, the N, 

CAD, and A patients were analyzed to obtain the distin¬ 

guishing characteristics of the three representative curves. 

In analyzing the curves, time derivatives of the elastance 

functions were easily obtained from the analytic expressions 

for the spline curve-fits. Most computation was done on an 

IBM 370 digital computer, and programs used in parameter 

calculation are found in Appendix B. 

With knowledge of the procedures used in obtaining 

the elastance data and of the method which was used in 

analyzing the distinguishing elastance characteristics of 
; 

the N, CAD, and A patient groups, the results and dis¬ 

cussion of such analysis are now presented in Chapter 4. 

The relationship of the representative elastance curve to 

the individual curves within a specific group are examined, 

and the distinguishing features of the three representative 

curves are analyzed and compared. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.0 Preamble 

To summarize some of the material in Chapters 2 

and 3, the implicit assumptions involved in the method 

employed to represent a family of elastance curves for a 

particular disease category are: 

(a) considering the data base available, patients 

can be broadly classified into one of three categories 

(N, CAD, A); 

(b) within each category there exists a represen¬ 

tative elastance function EQ(t) that expresses the basic 

changes in the time course of ventricular elastance over 

a cardiac cycle; 

(c) patient data is assumed to be taken under 

quiescent conditions; that is, under basal conditions of 

heart rate and inotropic state (Differences in heart rate 

are assumed to be random within a group and no differences 

between groups are assumed to exist. Basal differences in 

inotropic state are assumed to exist between groups, but 

changes within a group are assumed to be minimal.); 

(d) the basic factor affecting ventricular elastance 

within a group and under quiescent conditions, is assumed 

to be end-diastolic volume (The mean level of end-diastolic 
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volume is assumed to differ significantly between groups 

as well as within a particular group.); 

(e) a family of elastance curves representing an 

analytical characterization of a particular patient 

category can be constructed from knowledge of the charac¬ 

teristic function EQ(t) for the group, and the scaling 

functions a (Ve(j) and 3 (VQ(j) [see Section 3.2 and Equation 

(3.7) ] . 

With these assumptions in mind, let us proceed to 

a presentation and discussion of the results of this 

method as it is applied to human ventricular elastance 

data. 

4.1 Representative Elastance Functions 

Figure 4.1 is a plot comparing three experimental 

elastance functions from the N group with the respective 

calculated functions resulting from Equation (3.7) which 

utilizes a representative N function, the Ev max/ tmax 
vs* 

Ve(j relations for the N group, and the respective Ve(j 

values. The calculated results are seen to closely 

approximate the experimental functions with respect to 

shape and values of Ev,max and t^^,. As follows from the 

elastance-Ve(j relations, an Vg(j increase is accompanied 

by an Ev,max decrease and a increase. Note the wide 
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range of Ev,max and tmax values for normal patients 

resulting from elastance dependence on Ved: Ev^max and 

tmax 
ran9e from-4.509 mmHg./ml. and 249 msec at an Ved of 

103 ml. to values of 1.545 mmHg./ml. and 309 msec at an 

Ved of 227 ml. 

Figure 4.2 compares three experimental elastance 

functions from the CAD group with the respective calculated 

curves which are scaled versions of a representative CAD 

function. Again, the representative curves are seen to 

closely approximate the experimental functions with regard 

to shape. However, the scatter in the Ev^max, tmax vs. 

Ved relations results in a greater variability in calculated 

and experimental values than exists for the N group. Note 

that the relationship of to Ved is reversed from that 

of the N group, with the E„ relation being of 

the same form: as Ve(^ is increased, tmax and Ev,max are 

both decreased. 

Figure 4.3 is a plot of three experimental elastance 

functions from the A group with their respective fits 

resulting from Equation (3.7) which utilizes a represen¬ 

tative A curve with Ev^max and tmax scaled according to 

Ved. The fits are good in general with respect to both 

shape and scaling magnitudes. The curve at a Ved of 

227 ml. is seen to be of the same general shape as the 
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representative curve but with a distortion due to both 

amplitude and time scaling factors (Ev,max and tjnax) 

resulting from scatter in the Ev#maXf ^ax 
vs* ved 

relations. Note that Ev max and both decrease as 

V . is increased, 
ea 

Although Figures 4.1 - 4.3 present only three 

individual curves from each group, the cases shown can 

be considered to be representative of the respective 

group. Using the representative curve for each group, 

the groups can now be compared in terms of their elastance 

parameters in determining the distinguishing elastance 

properties of myocardial disease state. Scaling the three 

representative curves to the average value of Ve^ for the 

respective group, Section 4.2 thus follows with comparison 

of the N, CAD, and A representative curves in terms of 
• • 

Ev(t) and dEv(t)/dt li.e., Ev(t)] vs. time and Ev(t)/Ev(t) 

VS. Ey(t). 

4.2 Analysis of Representative Elastance Functions 

Figure 4.4 is a plot of the representative elastance 

functions for the N, CAD, and A patient groups and shows 

the relationship of the three curves with respect to time. 

All functions are calculated with the average preload (Vecj) 

value for the respective group (177 ml. for the N, 149 ml. 
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for CAD, and 213 for A) in order to obtain group relation¬ 

ships which are encountered clinically. One can note the 

significant difference in EVfinax of the A group with 

respect to the values of both the N and CAD groups. In 

addition note the "plateau" region of the A curve during 

ejection which is distinctly different from the peak in 

both the N and CAD curves. The N and CAD curves are seen 

to be of similar shape, with the Ev^max value of the CAD 

group being somewhat higher than the N value at the 

particular values of Ve(j. 

The time-dependent elastance parameters of the 

curves in Figure 4.4 are very useful in distinguishing 

the three contractile states. Two of the most obvious 

time-associated parameters are and ts (the time from 

onset of systole until the time at which Ev(t) has returned 

to its original end-diastolic value). Note that the tmax 

value of the N group is intermediate to that of the other 

two groups, the A value being the smallest. The group 

relationships with respect to ts are the same as those of 

^Tnax* 

Another time-dependent parameter, the time rate of 

change (i.e., first time derivative) of elastance, is 

plotted vs. time in Figure 4.5. This plot enables the 

slopes of various phases of the elastance curves to be 
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compared and reveals in quantitative form some features 

which are visually distinctive in Figure 4.4. Note the 
• • 

lower value of the first peak ( [Ev ^^max,!^ the Ev^ 

vs. time curve for the A group with respect to the other 

two groups ; this peak is associated with the isovolumic 

contraction phase of the elastance curves in Figure 4.4. 

[Ev(t)]max ^ is seen to be approximately the same for the 

CAD and A groups. Secondly, note that the A group has a 

significantly lower peak Ev value during ejection 

([Ev(t)]max 2) than do either of the other groups. This 

may be viewed in Figure 4.4 as the absence of the sharp 

peak which is manifested by both the N and CAD groups. 

The third important feature of this plot in Figure 4.5 is 

associated with the isovolumic relaxation phase: the 
• m 

minimum Ev(t) value ([Ev(t)]m^n) A group is dis¬ 

tinctly greater than that of the other groups, with the N 

and CAD values being approximately the same. Concerning 

tmax an<^ tg, 
n°te that these times are easily discerned 

in this plot of Ev(t) vs. time. Time tmax for a specific 

curve occurs when the Ev(t) value becomes negative; thus, 

the three values for N, CAD, and A may be compared by 

noting the first major baseline crossing. Time ts 

corresponds to the return of the negative portion of the 

curve to a near baseline value. 
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Another important feature of Figure 4.5 which has 

not yet been mentioned concerns the significant difference 

in [E (t)] _ values for the N and CAD groups. (This v max,2 

feature could also be expressed in terms of the ratio of 
• • 

[Ev(t)]max,2 to [Ev(t)]max,l** Recall that this parameter 

is associated with the sharp ejection peaks in the elastance 

curves of Figure 4.4. Although the [Ev(t) ]max 2 
va^-ue °f 

the CAD representative is significantly greater than that 

of the N representative (i.e., the peak of Figure 4.4 is 

much "sharper" for the CAD patient), it is important to 

mention at this point that approximately 35% of the CAD 

patients who were studied did not have this feature. That 

is, the ejection peak of these patients (denoted as CAD2 

patients) resembled that of the N group. Figure 4.6 repre¬ 

sents an elastance plot of representative curves obtained 

by further dividing the CAD group into two subgroups 

labeled CADi and CAD2. The CAD^ group (representing approx¬ 

imately 65% of the total number of subjects) exhibited a 

much sharper ejection peak in its representative elastance 

curve than the normal representative curve while the CAD2 

group demonstrated an ejection peak that was much less dis¬ 

tinct and in fact, resembled that of the normal group. 

(Figure 4.7 is a comparison of the magnitude of the ejection 
• • 

peak ([Ev(t) ]max,2^ 
relative to the respective 
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| 1 N 
| | CAD ! 
| — | CAD 2 

I— *““H A 

Figure 4.7 Relationship of peak Ev(t) during ejection 

([Ev(t)]max 2) to peak Ev(t) during isovolumic con¬ 

traction ([Êv(t)]max for the four contractile state 

groups (N, CADj, CAD2 , A). 
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value for the N, CADi, CAD2, and A groups. Notice the 

similarity in the relationship between the N and CAD 

groups.) The CADX and CAD2 representative curves are 

shown in Figure 4.6 at the mean values of Ve(j for their 

respective groups and the N group representative curve 

(Figure 4.4) is shown for comparison. The Ve^ values for 

the CADj and CAD2 groups were found to be significantly 

different from one another. (The CADX mean was 139 ml, 

whereas the mean for the CAD2 group was 171 ml.) In the 

figures that follow, however, only the CADX group will be 

used in comparison with the N and A groups since the 

elastance characteristics of the CAD2 group are almost 

identical with those of CADX, with the exception of 

[Ev(t)] and its associated parameters. Further dis- 
Itlcl3C f Z 

cussion of results concerning the CAD2 patients is pre¬ 

sented in Section 4.3. 

Figure 4.8 is a plot of Ev(t)/Ev(t) vs. Ev(t) for 

0 <_ t <_ tmax for the three groups. As discussed in Section 

1.3, Suga and Sagawa [5] have shown (using spherical and 

cylindrical models of the left ventricle) that such a plot 

contains the basic shape of the force-velocity relation 

for the contractile element of an idealized myocardial 

fiber. Note the differences in the maximum values of the 

first peak ( lEv(t)/Ev(t)lmaX/1 ), the A and CAD groups 
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Figure 4.8 Calculated Ev(t)/Ev(t) vs. Ev(t) curves (0£t<tmax) 

for the N, CAD, and A group representatives using the time 
derivative of.Equation (3.7). Extrapolation of the initial 
peaks to the Ev(t)/Ev(t) axis is the result of linear extension 
of the peaks by hand. Significant features are indicated with 
arrows. 
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having approximately equal values that are significantly 

lower than the N group value. This peak corresponds to 

the maximum contractile element velocity (VCE(t)) attained 

during the isovolumic contraction phase of the heart cycle. 

In terms of classical muscle mechanics, the values result- 

ing from extrapolation of these peaks to the Ev(t)/Ev(t) 

axis <lÉv(t)/Ev(t)]maX(extrapolatea) would be considered 

the most meaningful: this extrapolated value would repre¬ 

sent the maximum V (t) attained under no afterload con- 
CE 

ditions (Vmax) on a force-velocity diagram. Although 

extrapolation is usually done in terms of a hyperbolic 

least-squares fit or in terms of Hill's equation [10], 

extrapolations in Figure 4.8 were performed by hand and 

consisted of an extension of the best line drawn through 

the inverse portion of the curve. Note that the A group 

has a significantly lower value than the other groups, 

whereas the N and CAD groups have approximately the same 

value. 

Another feature of Figure 4.8 which should be noted 

is the occurrence of a minor peak (lEv(t)/Ev(t)]max 2^ 

each curve which occurs in the early part of the ejection 

phase of the heart cycle. This peak is approximately of 

the same height for the N and CAD groups but is signifi¬ 

cantly less for the A group. This systolic feature corre- 
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sponds to the major peaks of the elastance curves shown in 

Figure 4.4 and once again emphasizes the presence of a 

plateau region rather than a sharp peak in the A elastance 

curve. 

Figure 4.9 presents a plot of Ev(t)/Ev(t) vs. Ev(t) 

for tmax £ t <_ tf where tf is a diastolic time point at 

which Ev(t)/Ev(t) changes from a negative to a positive 

value. Thus, although the plot includes a small portion 

of the ejection curve, the main part of the plot represents 

results taken from the isovolumic relaxation phase. Note 

that there are two main features of each curve in Figure 

4.9. First, consider the plateau region ([Ev(t)/Ev(t)]min 3.) 

which each group attains in this relaxation phase. The CAD 

and A groups have similar lEv(t)/Ey(t) ]m^n 1 
values which 

are much greater than the negative value of the N group. 

The second feature to note is the peak minimum value 

( [Ev(t)/Ev(t) ]m^n 2^ 
t*xe three curves. Once again, the 

N group has the greatest magnitude of [Ev(t)/Ev(t)]min 2 

and the A group has the smallest magnitude value, the CADs 

exhibiting an intermediate value. 

Figure 4.10 consists of bar graphs which compare the 

N, CAD, and A groups with respect to the distinguishing 

elastance function characteristics which have been presented 

in Figures 4.4 - 4.8. The reader will recall that all 
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[ | N Representative 

| 1 CAD Representative 

— — —|A Representative 

Ev(t> - Iga 

Figure 4.9 Calculated Ev(t)/Ev(t) vs. Ev(t) curves from the 

N, CAD, and A groups for tmax£t<_t^ where t^ is the time at 

which the negative curve returns to a positive value. 
Significant features are indicated with arrows. 
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Figure 4.10 Bar graphs indicating the relationship between the 
contractile state groups with respect to elastance character¬ 
istics and to additional parameters of end-diastolic volume (Ve(j) , 

ejection fraction (EF), and heart rate. Certain graphs include 
the limits of variation for the respective parameter. See text 
for description of elastance parameters. 
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elastance parameters are calculated with' respect to group 

averages of Ved (this group relationship also being in¬ 

cluded as a distinguishing characteristic in Figure 4.10). 

With respect to the CAD patients, the two separate groups 

discussed earlier are each represented in the graph: the 

CADj values are designated by the left side of each CAD 

bar and the CAD2 values are designated by the right side 

of each CAD bar. The differences in the CAD groups are 

pointed up significantly in only three of the fourteen 
• • 

parameters (V0d, [Ev (t) ]maX/2 , and [Ev(t)/Ev(t) ]maXf 2> • 

Note that the A group is significantly different from the 

N group for each of the eleven elastance characteristics 

presented in Figure 4.10, with the possible exception of 

ts. The CAD2 group differs significantly from the normals 

in six of the eleven oases (EVjmax, ts, [Ev(t>]max,2. 

[Ev(t)/Ev(t)]maXjl, tEv(t)/Ev(t)]mln;1, and |Èv(t>/ 

Ev(t)] . ) and from the A group in all but two cases 

([Ev(t)/Ev(t)]maX/1 and [Ev (t)/Ev(t) ]min/1) . The CAD2 

group is distinctly different from the normals in at least 
• • 

four of eleven cases (ts, [Ev(t)/Ev(t)]maXfi, [Ev(t)/ 

Ev(t)]min^1, and [Ev(t)/Ev(t)1m±n,2)' 
and from the A 9r°up 

in all but three cases (IEV(t)/Ev(t)lmaXfl, [Ev(t)/ 

Ev(t) ]min,if and [Ev(t)/Ev(t) ]m^n 2}' Table summarizes 

these distinguishing parameters of the CAD and A groups 

with respect to each other and to the normals. 
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Elastance 
Index 

CAD 1 
Group 

CAD 2 
Group 

A 
Group 

Ev,max a d d a b c 

^-max d d a b c 

ts a d a d b c 
• 

^Ev^max,l d d a b c 
• 

^v^max, 2 a c d b d a b c 

^Ev^min 
d d a b c 

• 
CEV/

E
V]max,1 a a a 

• 
[Ev/Ev]max,2 c d b d a b c 

• 
[EV/Ev]min/l a a a 

[Ev/
E
v]minf2 

a d a a b 
• 

IEv/Ev^ max,extrapolated d d a b c 

Table 4.1 Interrelationship between the contractile state 
groups (N, CADi, CAD2, A) with respect to their respective 
distinguishing elastance characteristics. A letter within 
a specific group's column indicates that the value of the 
specified elastance index is significantly different from 
the value of the group represented by the letter. The N 
group is represented by a, CADj by b, CAD2 by c, and A 
by d. 
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4.3 Discussion of Results 

The results presented in Figures 4.1 - 4.3 indicate 

the efficacy of the elastance technique of functionally 

representing the mechanics of the human ventricle. Further¬ 

more, these results indicate the importance of end-diastolic 

volume in the characterization of a particular clinical 

group (N, CAD, A). This latter statement is contrary to 

the published experimental results of Suga et al. [5,24] 

who hold that ventricular elastance is independent of both 

preload and afterload, and is in agreement with the find¬ 

ings of Ross et al. [9] who employed the classical muscle 

mechanics approach in interpreting experimental data from 

isolated dog hearts (see Figure 1.7). The results indi¬ 

cated in Figures 4.1 - 4.3 also indicate the validity of 

many of the basic assumptions inherent in the method.* 

Considering the individual groups in this set of 

figures, the normal curves of Figure 4.1 were predicted 

with greater accuracy than either of the other two groups. 

This was probably due to the fact that the N group was 

composed of fewer patients with Ev^max, tmax vs. Ve(j data 

that exhibited less scatter than the other groups (see 

*See list at the beginning of this chapter. 
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Figures 3.4 and 3.5). The CAD group of Figure 4.2 demon¬ 

strated the greatest variability in experimental and cal¬ 

culated results due to large scatter in the EVfmax, tinax 

vs. Ve(j relationships for this group (see Figures 3.4 and 

3.5). The A group characterization exhibited better 

results than the CAD group representation, again due to 

less experimental scatter in Ev#max, tmax vs. Ve(^ data. 

It should be remembered in the interpretation of this 

data that sources for the experimental data scatter are 

varied including (a) measurement error*, (b) the broadness 

of the group classification, e.g., the A group consists 

of patients with various types of dyskinetic wall motion 

and the CAD patient group includes both subjects that are 

neurally compensated (elevated inotropic state) with a 

normal ventricular myocardium and those that are neurally 

compensated with some degree of muscle failure. To effect 

a more clinically meaningful characterization, this group 

may require further subdivision into groups that exhibit 

normal and abnormal muscle function. An example of such 

a subdivision was presented in Figure 4.6 in which the CAD 

group was separated into two smaller groups according to 

♦Particularly in the volume measurement. The 
measurement error introduced by the technician calculating 
volume from cinefilms may not be systematic since data 
came from at least two sources. 
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maximum Ev(t) values attained in Figure 4.5 during ejection 

( [Ev(t) lmax^2^ • It: our feelin9 that the CADX group with 

the abnormally high [Ev(t)]max^2 
va^ues represent subjects 

in a transitory situation, meaning that they are initially 

compensated neurally and exist in an elevated inotropic 

state for a certain time that is dependent on the state of 

the vascular impairment of the coronary arteries. The 

large values of Ev(t) which occur during ejection may 

represent the attempt being made by the heart to maintain 

adequate flow to the circulatory system and particularly 

to the coronary circulation. Evidence for such an inter¬ 

pretation may be found in the left ventricular volume data 

of Figure 4.11 for the CAD patient. In particular, note 

the shape of the volume curve during the latter stages of 

ejection as compared to the normal. The CAD curve is 

unique within this phase of the heart cycle in that out¬ 

ward blood flow is markedly increased over that of the 

normal case for a significant amount of time before aortic 

value closure. 

However, as a result of this progressive impairment 

of coronary blood flow, eventually there is muscular loss 

and subsequent impairment of ventricular function. The 

CAD2 group presented earlier may exist in such a state, 

evident by the fact that they exist (as a group) at a 
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higher Ve(j level (which is known to accompany ventricular 

dysfunction) and by the fact that they are no longer able 

to maintain the inotropic state which produces the high 

value of [Ev(t) ]max 2 
an<^ increased blood flow. Figure 

4.12 shows the left ventricular volume curve of the CAD* 

representative which does not display the flow increase 

in the latter ejection phase as exists in the CADj group. 

This spectrum of mild ventricular muscle loss* 

associated with this transitory CAD classification could 

attribute significantly to the scatter in the data seen 

in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. A larger data base will provide 

an opportunity for future work in this area. 

Another very interesting aspect of Figures 4.1 - 

4.3 is the demonstration that the variation in as a 

function of Ve(^ is quite different in the CAD and A groups 

as compared with the N group. Specifically, tmax increases 

with increasing in both the normal human heart (Figure 

3.5) and the normal dog heart (Figure 2.4). In the A and 

CAD groups, however, t^ decreases with increasing values 

of Ve£. At this time, we do not have a physical explanation 

of this phenomenon. Further experiments, particularly on 

*The term "mild" is used in comparison with gross 
myocardial abnormalities such as hypertrophy, aneurysm, 
etc. 
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Time - msec 

Figure 4.12 Calculated human volume data for one heart cycle 
resulting from cineangiographical techniques. The data is that 
of the representative CAD2 patient. Smoothing (indicated by 
solid line) was accomplished by hand. 
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animal models of ventricular failure, will hopefully 

elucidate the underlying mechanism producing this poten¬ 

tially significant effect. 

The plot of the representative elastance curves 

Ev(t) for each of the three groups in Figure 4.4 demon¬ 

strates, in addition to factors previously mentioned, the 

pronounced differences in the A group representative 

elastance curve from either the N or CAD group curves. 

In particular, the late ejection phase of the elastance 

curve is represented by a "plateau" rather than the sharp 

peak shown in the other two cases. This is due to the 

inability of the ventricle to forcefully eject blood through 

muscle shortening (wall motion is severely reduced in this 

disease state). The residual volume of the ventricle, and 

hence Ve(j, is subsequently elevated and as a result 

generally lower values of elastance are seen in the cases 

comprising this group. Due to pumping impairment, the pump 

can develop adequate pressure, but cannot move blood through 

the outlet valve via the normal "wringing-type" action 

brought about by muscle fiber shortening during the latter 

part of ventricular ejection. Thus, stroke volume is 

decreased and the value of peak elastance achieved is less 

than that attained in the other two cases. Figure 4.11 

illustrates the pumping impairment by presenting the left 
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ventricular volume curve from the A representative as com¬ 

pared to the normal curve. Notice the decrease in outward 

flow (i.e., the magnitude of the time rate of change of 

volume during ejection) of the A group with respect to the 

N curve. 

Another very interesting aspect of Figure 4.4 is the 

ved-<^ePen(^ent relationship among the representative elas- 

tance curves for the three groups. At the mean values of 

ved for the groups, the largest values of Ev,max' tmax' an<^ 

ts occur for the CAD group, the values for the normal group 

are intermediate, and the A group has the smallest values 

of EV/inax, tmax, and ts. If one now attempts (in a some¬ 

what artificial sense) to compare these curves at a common 

end-diastolic volume (Ve(j = 177 cc) in an attempt to mini¬ 

mize the effect of Ve(j, Figure 4.13 results. This figure 

indicates that the EV/inax values for the three groups have 

been adjusted in a manner that is entirely predictable 

(the same basic relationship existing between the three 

groups) and the t^.^ and tg values have changed somewhat, 

the discrepancy between values having been reduced. How¬ 

ever, this figure indicates that basic differences remain 

between the three clinical categories, particularly as 

regards values of EV/inax and time derivatives of the volume 

adjusted representative curves. This implies that basic 
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adjustments in the underlying contractile process are 

independent of Ve<j. 

The plot of Ev(t) vs. time of Figure 4.5 yields the 

very important [Ev(t)]m^n 2 P
arame'l:er which separates the 

N and CADj groups as discussed previously. In addition, 

the A group stands out in Figure 4.5 with regard to the 

three important features mentioned in Section 4.2. These 
• • 

three features (lower values of lEv(t)]max 1' tEv^ lmax,2 ' 

and tEv(t)]m^n) indicate that all of the major slopes 

associated with the elastance curve (the slopes associated 

with isovolumic contraction, ejection, and isovolumic 

relaxation) are significantly less for the A group than 

for either the N or CAD groups. The physical interpre¬ 

tation of these distinctions becomes apparent with con¬ 

sideration of Figures 4.8 - 4.9 as will follow. 

Since Suga and Sagawa 15] have shown (using spherical 

and cylindrical models of the left ventricle) that 

Ev(t)/Ev(t) and Ev(t) are related to contractile element 

velocity (Vp^) of an idealized circumferential cardiac 

muscle fiber and to F(t), the circumferential stress 

developed by the contractile element, respectively, by 

geometrical scaling factors, then Figure 4.8 represents 

the basic shape of the force-velocity curve which is basic 

to the classical muscle mechanics approach to analysis of 
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myocardial contractility. As explained in Sections 1.3 

and 4.2, Vmax (maximum VQE attained under no afterload 

conditions) is the main index of myocardial contractility 

in the classical approach. If such an interpretation is 

applied to extrapolated [Ev(t)/Ev(t)]max values of Figure 

4.8, one would draw the conclusion that the CAD group 

exists in a normal contractile state, while the A group 

has a diminished myocardial contractility since the A 

value is reduced below the approximately equal values of 

the N and CAD groups. This interpretation would be 

subject to question, however, since the dependence of 

Ev(t) on Ve(j will cause a variability in the plot of 

Figure 4.8. 

Regarding the value of [Ev(t)/Ev(t)] 0 of 

Figure 4.8, notice that the A value is significantly less 

than that of either the N or CAD groups. This diminished 

peak occurs during the ejection phase and can be associ¬ 

ated with the lack of a sharp peak in the Ev(t) vs. time 

curve of Figure 4.4, and with the low value of [E.,(t)l v max,2 

in Figure 4.5. As previously mentioned in connection with 

Figure 4.3, this could be interpreted as diminishment in 

the ability of the A group to contract forcefully against 

the aortic pressure load — this reduction being exhibited 

as the low value of VcE(t) represented by [Ev(t)/Ev(t)Jmax 2* 
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Figure 4.9, a plot of Ev(t)/Ev(t) vs. Ev(t) for 

tmax < t < tf (see Section 4.2), demonstrates two elastance 

characteristics of the CAD group which distinguishes it 
• • 

from the N group: [Ev(t)/Ev(t)]min,i and [Ey(t)/Ev(t)]min,2 * 

Note that both of these values are significantly higher for 

the N group than for either of the other groups. Since 

this plot is concerned mainly with isovolumic relaxation, 

it appears that both the CAD and A groups display a 

reduction in the ability of the myocardium to relax. Both 

peaks during relaxation are reduced from the N value in 

both groups. 

Thus, from the discussion and the bar graphs of 

Figure 4.10 it can be seen that there exist at least six 

elastance characteristics which distinguish the CADi group 

from the normal group (EV/inax, ts, [Ev(t)]max,2» 

[Ev(t)/Ev(t)]maXfl, [Ev(t)/Ev(t)]min#1, and [Ev(t)/ 

Ev(t)]min,2^• Note that these parameters, rather than 

being associated with one phase of the elastance curve, 

come from three phases: isovolumic contraction ([Ev(t)/ 

Ev(t)1max,l)' ejection ^MtHmax^' Ev,max) ' and is°- 

volumic relaxation ([Ev(t)/Ev(
t)lmin,i» [Ev(t)/Ev(t)]min,2» 

tg). (Actually tg could also be associated with the 

filling phase.) Thus, the elastance function of the CADi 
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group is distinctive from the normal with respect to the 

entire curve, which may not be very apparent from simple 

visual analysis. However, the parameter [Ev(t)]max 2 

seems to yield the greatest separation from the normal 

curve and, as discussed previously, is thought to denote 

the result of neural compensation prior to loss of myo¬ 

cardial function in the CAD group. 

The CAD2 group is distinguished from the normal 

group by the values of at least four elastance parameters 

<ts, tÊv(t)/Ev(t)]maX;1, [Êv(t)/Ev(t)]mlnjl and [Êv(t)/ 

Ev(t)]min 2^* T^ese parameters represent the isovolumic 

contraction ([E„(t)/E (t)n) and relaxation phases 
v v IUeLX f -L 

and make visual distinction from the normal difficult. 

[Ev(t)/Ev(t)probably provides the best separation 

from the normal and its low value indicates that the 

relaxation ability of the CAD2 myocardium is diminished 

(as indicated also by a lower [Ev (t)/Ey (t) 3min 2 
anc* a 

higher tg value with respect to normal values). 

The two CAD groups are distinguished from one 

another most easily by their values of [Ev(t)]max 
t^le 

CADj value being the largest of the two values, and by the 
• • 

associated [E (t)/E„(t)] „ parameter. (The [E„(t)] _ 
v v max,2 r v max,2 

index may also be presented in the form of the ratio of 
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[Ev(t)/Ev(t) ]mirw2 to [Ev(t)/Ev(t) ]min/1.) Discussion 

pertaining to this separation in CAD patients may be found 

earlier in this section. Note that the two groups have 

different mean Ve(j values which is most evident in Figures 

3.4 and 3.5. The most notable feature associated with the 

Ved relationship is that the variation of Ev,max values 

(indicated in the bar graph) do not even overlap. A greater 

variability in Ve(j and Ev^max would be expected with a 

larger data base; however, the same relationship would 

be expected to exist for reasons discussed previously. 

The A group has been shown to be distinctive from 

the normal group with respect to almost every elastance 

characteristic studied (ts possibly being an exception). 

The main visual distinctions in the A group occur from 

its significantly lower values of Ev^max and Ev(t) which 

combine to form the "plateau region" described previously. 

This feature corresponds to the diminished myocardial 

capacity in ejecting blood into a pressure load and in 

relaxing after ejection is completed. The interpretation 

of decreased myocardial contractility in the asynergic 

patients is seen to be in agreement with the clinical 

interpretation associated with a high Ve(j and a low ejec¬ 

tion fraction (EF) which are presented as results in 

Figure 4.10. 
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The relationship between the A and CAD groups is 

similar to that between the A group and the normals, with 

the important exception of three parameters from the Ev(t) 
• • 

vs. Ev(t)/Ev(t) curve. These parameters are [Ev(t)/ 

Ev<t>]maX(1, [Êv(t)/Ev(tnmln>1, ana [Ev(t)/Ev(t)]min(2 

and yield insignificant differences between the two groups. 
m 

If the interrelationship between the Ev(t) vs. Ev(t)/Ev(t) 

curve and the force-velocity curve as presented by Suga 

and Sagawa [5] is assumed, this similarity between the two 

groups (and the resulting distinction from the normal 
• • 

group) yielded by the [Ev(t)/Ev(tJlmin,! and [Ev(t)/ 

Ev^t^min,2 Parameters suggests that the rate of relax¬ 

ation after removal of the afterload is diminished in the 

CAD group. 

Note from the heart rate bar graph that although 

the rates are slightly different for the three groups, the 

variation for individuals within a specific group is not 

significantly different for the three groups and suggests 

that the assumption regarding heart rate (Section 4.0) 

is valid. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study is an application of engineering 

principles and techniques to the areas of cardiovascular 

research and clinical application and results in several 

important contributions. The first of these contributions 

concerns the curve-fitting technique used in fitting experi 

mental elastance functions. This technique employs cubic 

interpolating spline functions which are able to fit experi 

mental data much more closely than has been possible with 

the approximating techniques used previously. The nature 

of these functions ensures that, not only is the repre¬ 

sentative elastance function continuous, but it also has 

continuous first and second derivatives; an additional 

smoothing restraint is employed so that the resulting 

function is the "smoothest" spline representation with 

respect to the second derivative. 

An analytical elastance function was obtained for 

the dog which may be used for closely approximating the 

family of curves which result from variable end-diastolic 

volume. This analytical expression incorporates the 

relationship between elastance and end-diastolic volume 

(in terms of Ev^max, tmax vs. Ve(j) with the spline function 

fit to the elastance function at a control value of Ve(j. 
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After development of this method for predicting a family 

of elastance curves in the dog, application was made to 

the human situation with regard to three patient groups 

classified according to myocardial contractile state. It 

was shown that individual elastance curves within a 

specific group are of the same basic shape but are scaled 

differently with respect to time and magnitude. Applying 

the relationship between EV/max' ^max 
an<^ ved to the rePre“ 

sentative elastance function for a specific group, it was 

then possible to obtain a family of elastance curves which 

closely approximated the individual curves in the group. 

Each group was thus shown to be represented by an individual 

elastance function which is end-diastolic volume dependent, 

this making it possible to compare elastance characteristics 

of different groups. It should be mentioned that (to the 

author's knowledge) this is the first time that an elas¬ 

tance technique of myocardial function analysis has been 

applied to the human situation. The results of this 

analysis indicate that end-diastolic volume is indeed 

important in the human and that it is one of the main 

parameters which affects the elastance relation. 

Using the technique thus described, potential 

diagnostic significance was demonstrated by development 

of elastance indices which are able to distinguish between 
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the three broad patient categories, and, further still, 

are able to separate one of these major groups into two 

subdivisions. This group separation is pronounced in the 

case of the ventricular asynergic (A) group with respect 

to normal (N) and coronary artery diseased (CAD) patients, 

at least ten of the eleven elastance characteristics 

separating the A and N groups and from eight to nine dis¬ 

tinguishing the A and CAD groups. Results indicate that 

the A group exists at a lower myocardial contractile state 

than either of the other groups, as is expected. The CAD 

patients are less easily distinguished from the normals; 

however, at least six of the elastance indices separate 

the two groups to some extent. Considering the results 

presented in Chapter 4, we feel that the CAD patients 

exist in a transitory situation of elevated inotropic 

state (by way of neural compensation) which lasts for a 

period of time dependent on the state of vascular impair¬ 

ment of the coronary arteries. The broadness of this 

category resulting from individuals being at various stages 

of vascular impairment enables further subdivision into 

two CAD groups, one which demonstrates a marked increase 
• • 

in flow during ejection (yielding high Ev(t) and Ev(t)/Ev(t) 

values during this phase) and one group who has progressed 

to a point of myocardial degeneration where a compensatory 

flow increase is not evident. 
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This investigation represents an initial study of 

application of the elastance concept to the problem of 

myocardial disease state classification in the human and 

should provide the basis for a more extensive study with 

a larger data base. In addition further and more definite 

animal experiments dealing with the problem of heart rate 

effects and with the results of experimentally produced 

myocardial degeneration (e.g., myocardial infarction) 

would be helpful in confirming the technique which has 

been presented. A change in the method of volume measure¬ 

ment (from calculations involving flow and the passive 

pressure-volume relation) to a more direct method such as 

that provided by cineangiography would, of course, be 

necessary for a realistic determination of results due to 

myocardial degeneration. This would also make chronic, 

long-term experiments possible for studying such diseases 

as hypertrophy. 

Another extension of this work might consist of a 

diagnostic computer program which utilizes various currently 

accepted indices of myocardial contractility in conjunction 

with those presented here. It is feasible that such a 

program could be used either "off-line” or "on-line" (if 

automatic volume determination is possible) to calculate 
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elastance, compute the needed elastance characteristics, 

and make logical decisions in conjunction with a truth 

table previously specified. 

Utilization of the spline fits to elastance functions 

associated with disease states within models of the cardio¬ 

vascular-pulmonary system should also be useful since the 

elastance function may be used to characterize left ventri¬ 

cular function. An example of this is the case of study¬ 

ing the effects of a cardiac assist device (e.g., an 

aortic-occlusive balloon pump) on the cardiovascular 

dynamics of the failing heart as has been done by Clark 

et al. [54]. 
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VI. APPENDICES 

6.1 Appendix A 

The impulse response of any fluid-filled catheter 

system may be easily determined by a modification of the 

simple experimental procedure presented by Yanof [7] and 

Kennedy [8]. The particular catheter system studied here 

consisted of a water-filled #8 Lehman ventricular catheter 

which was connected to a P23Db pressure transducer through 

a stopcock arrangement. The recording device included a 

Statham Model UR5 amplifier and a two-channel Brush strip- 

chart recorder. 

The pressure chamber used for regulating pressure 

was composed of a one-inch diameter glass cylinder with 

one end cut off and capped with a thin piece of latex 

rubber (the tip of a surgeon's glove) and with the other 

end fitted with a three-hole rubber stopper. The test 

catheter, a pressure syringe, and a tube for draining 

excess fluid were inserted into the chamber through the 

rubber stopper, and the cylinder was clamped in a vertical 

position to a ring-stand with the capped end at the top. 

(See Figure 6.1.) 
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Figure 6.1 Diagram of the experimental arrangement used for 
obtaining the step response of a fluid-filled catheter system. 
Internal pressure of the capped cylinder is adjusted with a 
pressure syringe before the cap is broken. The input pressure 
pulse obtained within the cylinder at the time of bursting the 
cap is filtered by the catheter system and recorded on the 
strip-chart recorder. 
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Before capping the cylinder with the latex rubber, 

the system was filled with boiled (de-gassed) water until 

the catheter tip was completely covered, and then the 

system was flushed to remove any air bubbles. After 

capping the cylinder, pressure was applied (65 to 70 mmHg) 

with the pressure syringe, and, with the recorder running 

at 200 mm/sec paper speed, the rubber diaphragm was broken 

with a hot soldering iron. Thus, the effective pressure 

input to the system was a negative step function, and the 

output was -u(t), the negative step response function of 

the catheter system (Figure 6.2). Samples of the impulse 

response were easily obtained by taking the time derivative 

of the step response samples (192 samples/sec) since 

h(t) = i- u(t) . 
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Figure 6.2 Strip-chart recording of the output pressure 
delivered by the catheter system to the transducer when a 
pressure change of 70 mmHg to atmospheric pressure occurs 
within the cylinder of Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.3 A direct recording of the transduced pressure 
changes which occur within the cylinder of Figure 6.1. 
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6.2 Appendix B 

6.2.1 Definitions of Variables Used in Digital Computer 

Programs SPLINE, FAMILY, GROUPS, PFFT, ELASS, and 

PVCURV 

A (in PFFT): Impulse response vector 

AA: Vector of consecutive numbers; used to number output 
data points 

A, B, C, D: Spline coefficients 

AJOE: Magnitude squared of transfer function 

ALAM: Smoothing factor associated with deconvolution 

ALPHA: Magnitude scaling factor for representative 
elastance function 

BETA: Time scaling factor for representative elastance 
function 

CEMX: Maximum value of spline fit to representative 
elastance function 

CTMAX: Time at which CEMX occurs with respect to the 
heart cycle 

DEDT: d Ev(t)/dt = Ev(t) 

DMX: [Év(t)/Ev(t)]max 

DUM: Dummy vector composed of neglected points 

DY: Input parameter for spline fit subroutine, ICSSMU 

EDDE : [d Ev(t)/dt]/Ev(t) = Ev(t)/Ey(t) 

EDDIAS: Diastolic Ev(t)/Ev(t) - composite for computer run 

EDIAS: Diastolic Ev(t) - composite for computer run 
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EDSYS: Systolic Ev(t)/Ev(t) - composite for computer run 

EDV: End-diastolic volume 

EF: Ejection fraction 

EL: Elastance data (Ev(t)), experimental 

ELCALC: Spline fit to experimental elastance data 

EM: Coefficients of hyperbolic Ev>max vs. Ve<^ relation 

EMAX (in SPLINE, FAMILY, GROUPS): maximum EMX within a 
computer run 

EMAX (in ELASS, PVCURV): Maximum value of experimental 
elastance data for individual 

EMX: Maximum value of spline fit to experimental elastance 
data of individual 

ESYS: Systolic Ev(t) - composite for computer run 

FPS: Frames per second (cineangiograms) . 

GRAPH: Composite plotting subroutine; plots a vector 
composed of various functions; each function's 
points are represented in the plot by the number 
associated with that specific function 

HR: Heart rate 

ICSSMU: IMSL System Subroutine - used to calculate spline 
coefficients 

IEST: Number of initial data points to neglect in given set 

MDIAS: Number of data points following TMAX in heart cycle 

NA, NB, NC, ND: Patient name in 4A4 format 

NDEC: Number of computer runs with single card deck 

NOPAT: Number of patients for single computer run 

NOPT: Number of data points for individual 
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NOPTDB: Number of total points after interpolation 

NSTAGE : Exponent of 2 which yields length of FFT 

NTSYS: Vector of number of points up to TMAX for 
individual patients 

P: Resulting pressure vector after deconvolution of 
measured data with impulse response 

PAM: Mean aortic pressure 

PLOTT: Modified version of subroutine GRAPH; plots 
single curve 

PMAX : Maximum value of experimental pressure data 

PRES: Left ventricular pressure, experimental 

SE35: Subroutine (Scientific Subroutine Package, IBM) 
for smoothing data; used to smooth volume data 

SS: Smoothing parameter for ICSSMU, spline fit subroutine 

SVOL : Smoothed left ventricular volume, output by 
subroutine SE35 

TCAL : Time associated with last data point in heart cycle 

TEXTR: Maximum time to be shown on a plot 

TIME: Time vector associated with data vector 

TM: Coefficients of linear tmax vs. Ve(j relation 

TMAX: Time associated with EMX 

TSYS : Time associated with EMAX 

TYME: Composite time vector (composed of single time 
vectors); includes interpolated points 

VMAX : Maximum value of smoothed volume data 

VOL: Left ventricular volume, experimental 
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VPLOT : Composite vector of normalized pressure, volume, 
elastance data; used for plot 

WK: Work area for ICSSMU, spline fit subroutine 

X: Two dimensional complex vector used for input and 
output of subroutine FFT 
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6.2.2 Digital Computer Program SPLINE (FORTRAN language) 

and Associated Flowchart 

SPLINE Flowchart 
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5 

400 

FORMAT: 
15 
15 
4A4/I5/5F5.0/I5 

1 5 

PROGRAM SPLINE ~ 
A PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS FIT OF EXPERIMENTAL ELASTANCE 
DATA WITH SPLINE FUNCTIONS 

INPUT: 
NDEC 
NOPAT 
NA( L)-ND{L), NOPT( L) ,PAM(L) , 

EDV( L), EF( L) ,FPS( L), HR( L), 
IEST 

SS(L) F5.3 
EL(I),I=1,M0PT(L)-IEST 13F6.3 

OUTPUT: TABLES INCLUDING ELCALC, DEDT, EDDE FOR EACH 
INDIVIDUAL; SUMMARY TABLE OF INPUT PARAMETERS; 
COMPOSITE GRAPHS OF ELCALC VS. TYME, DEDT VS. 
TYME, EDDE VS. TYME, EDSYS VS. ESYS, EDDIAS 
VS. EDIAS 

DIMENSION Ft. ( 80 ). TI ME ( SO ) ,FLC ALC ( 8 00) ,DEOT( 80 0) ,EDDE( 800 ) .TYME (80 0 

*) ,ESYS( 400).EDSYS<400 ).ED IAS(600).EDO I AS(600).NA(15).N8(!5).NC(i5) 

*» ND (15) ,NTSYS( 15) .NOPT( 15) ,NOPTDB( 15) • MDI AS ( 1 5) .DY ( 80 ) . A (81 ) .8(81 ) 
* » C(8 ! ).D(81 ),WK(570 ). PVEL (400 ) . PVEDDE( 4 00). INOPV( 15) . SS< 15) .PAM( I 5 

*) .EDV(15) »FF( 15).EMX(15).EPS(15).HO(15).DUM(10).TMAX( 15 ) 

INITIALIZATION 
TIME( 1 >=0. 
TYMF(1)=0. 

DO 5 T =1 ,79 
DY(I) = 1 . 
CONTI NUF 

INPUT NUMBER OF GROUPS OF INDIVIDUALS TO BE PROCESSED 
PFAD(5.400)NDEC 
FORMAT( 15 ) 
DO 500 IJK=1,NDEC 

PV= 0. 

NBE=0 
NSYS=0 

NOIAS=0 

EMAX=0 . 

INPUT NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS WITHIN THE SPECIFIC GROUP 

RE AD(5.15 1N0PAT 
FORMAT! I 5) 

DO 200 L=t.NOPAT 
EMX ( L ) = 0 • 

INPUT SPECIFIC PARAMETERS FOR INDIVIDUAL PATIENT 

PE AD( 5. 20)NA(L),NB(L) »NC(L),ND(L) . NOPT( L ) * PAM (L ) .EDV(L) . EF(l_ ) ,FPS( 

* L) .HR(L) «IFST 
20 FOPMAT( 4A4/15/5F5.0/I 5) 

PFAD(5.19 )SS ( L ) 
19 F0RMAT(F5.3) 

S=SS(L) 
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C OUTPUT NAME 
WRÏTP(B,21)NA(l ),NB(L ).NC(L ),ND(L ) 

21 FORMAT! 1H1 » 4 A A ) 

NNOPT=NOPT(L)-IEST 
INOFT=NNOPT-l 

IF( IEST.EQ. 0) GO TC 40 

C INPUT ELASTANCE DATA — DELETE UNWANTED POINTS 
REAO( 5, 2?)(DUM( II ), I 1 = 1 .1 EST) ,(EL( I > .1*1 » NNOPT) 

22 FORMAT ( 13F6•3) 

GO TO 41 

40 READ!5 » 22)(FL( I ), T* 1* NNOPT) 
41 NOPTDB(L)=2*NNOPT-l 

MNOPT =N OP TD R ( L ) 

H=1,/FPS(L) 
HH=.5/FPS(L) 

AINT=500. /FPS(L) 
TYMF(1+ NBB)=0• 

C CALCULATE AND INTERPOLATE TIME VECTOR 
DO 10 I =1 .1 NOPT 

11=2*1 
T|MF(1+11=I*H 

TYME(11 + NBB)=AI NT* ( 11 -1) 

TYMF( II +1+NBB ) = A ÏNT*I I 
10 CONTI NUF 

C CALCULATE SPLINE COEFFICIENTS: A - D 
CALL IC S S MU(TI ME , EL,D Y » S,NNOPT,A,0,C,D,WK) 

C CALCULATE ELCALC, DEDT, EDDE USING SPLINE COEFF.S 
NBB 1 = 1 -t-NBB 

FLCALCC NBR1 ) = A(2 ) 
DFDT( NB B 1 ) = B ( 2» 
EODFC NB B1 1= DEDT ( NBB 1 ) /ELCALC! NBB 1 ) 

IF(DMX.GF.EDDEINBBI))GO TO 24 
DMX =FDDE ( NBB1 ) 

24 DO 25 I =1 ,1 NOPT 

J=2* I 
I J=J+ NBB 

I1= î+1 

ELCALC! IJ »= < { 0< 11 )*HH+C( I I ) ) *HH+B (II) )*HH+A< I I ) 
ELCALCC I J+l )= A ! 11 4-1 ) 
DEDTf IJ )=(3*D! I I ) *HH+ 2*C( II)) *HH+B!I I ) 
DFDTC IJ+1 )=(3*D( I I ) *H + 2 *C (II) )*H+B( II) 

FOR ELCALC VALUES NEAR ZERO (C.003), SET CORRESPONDING 
EDDE VALUES TO ZERO (FOR STABILITY) 
*EL=ABS(ELCALC(IJ)) 
IF(AFL.GT.O,003)GO TO 31 

FDDE( IJ ) =0• 
GO TO 32 
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31 EDDE!IJ)=DEOT(IJ)/FLCALC!IJ) 
32 AEL1=ABS(FLCALC(IJ+!) ) 

1F(AFL1,GT.0.003)G0 T0 33 
FDOE! IJ +1 )=0. 
GO TO 34 

33 EDDF ( IJ + I ) = DEDT( I J+ H Æ LC ALC ( I J+l ) 
34 IFCEMXIL),GE.R_CALC(I J))G0 TO 27 

F MX( L ) = ELCALC CI J) 
TMAXCL ) = ( J-l ) MINT 
NTSVF(L ) = J 

27 IFIEMXI L) .GF.ELCALCU J+l) )GO TO 2F 

EMX(L>=ELCALC(IJ+l) 
TMAXIL)=J+AINT 
NTSYS(L)=J 

?S CONTTNUF 
OUTPUT TABLE OF ELCALC, DEDT, AUD EDDE VALUES FOR 
INDIVIDUAL 
LN=NBB+1 
NBB2=NB B+ NOPTDB(L) 
WRITF C 6 » 142)(ELCALC(I >,Ï=LN,NBB2) 

142 FORMAT! 1 HO,5X,« CALCUL ATFD El AST ANCE VALUES * • /C 15X, 1 OF 10 • 3) ) 
WRITE(6.310)! DEDTCI),I=LN »NBB2) 

31* FORMAT ! 1H0,5X,»TIME DERIVATIVE OF ELASTANCF = •✓(15X,1 OF1C.3)> 
WRITF(6,320)(EDDE(I),I=LN,NBB2) 

320 FORMAT! 1H0.5X, • TI ME DERIVATIVE / ELASTANCE -• / ( 1 5X • 1 0F1 0 ,3) ) 
MOI AS ! L )=NOPT D8 (L )—NT S Y S (■ L ) 
IF(EMAX .GE.FMX! L) )GC TO 141 
FMAX-FMX(L) 

141 LT = NT SY S(L) 

SET UP VECTORS INCLUDING. ONLY VALUES OF ELCALC, 
EDDE FOR 0 £ TYME t TMAX 
DO 143 1=1,LT 
IS=I+NS YS 
IE = I + NB B 
F SYS!IS)=ELCA LC(IF) 
EDSYS(IS) = FDDE! IE ) 

147 CONTINUE 
KT=M0 I A S(L) 
KSS=NBB +LT 

SET TIP VECTORS INCLUDING ONLY VALUES OF ELCALC, EDDE 
FOR TMAX * TYME £ END 
DO 144 1=1,KT 
IS=I+NDIAS 
IE= Ï+XSS 
EDI AS!I S)=ELC ALC(IF) 
FDD TAS! I S ) = EDDE ! IF) 

144 CONTINUE 
NBB=NBB2 
NSYS=NS YS+LT 
ND I AS =N DIAS +KT 
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200 CONTI NI) F 

C OUTPUT SUMMARY TABLE OF INPUT PARAMETERS 
WRITE!ft ,206 ) 

2 06 FORMAT! 1H1,'PATIENT NO. • , 3X , * PATÎ ENT NAPE* »7X ,* S* ,5X»•M« AORTIC PR 
♦ ES.»,4X.•EOV••5X. • EF•. 4X , *FMA X•» 4X, •TMA X••4X•*FPS••4X.•HR*/) 

DO 20 B 1=1» NOPA T 
WRI TF(6•2071 I»NA( I ) ,NB!I ) »NCî I ) ,ND!I),SS!I)»PAM!I),EOVC I> »EF! I)«EM 

*X ! I)»TMAX(I), FPS! I).HR ! I) 
2^7 FOpNA T( 1H0,4X,II»2X,' — - - » »4 A4 • 2X » F5.3 • 7X » F4 .0.1 0 X » F4 .0» IX » F4 • 2 

*,3X,P5.3.3X.F4. 0. 4X,F 3. 0, 3X.F 4. 0) 
?0« CONTINUE 

OUTPUT COMPOSITE GRAPHS (ALL INDIVIDUALS OF GROUP 

PLOTTED ON SAME GRAPH)î ELCALC, DEDT, EDDE VS. 

TIME; EDSYS VS. ESYS; AND EDDIAS VS. EDIAS 

TYME ( NBB4-11=1 000. 
ELCALC! NBB-f 1 )=0 • 
DEDT{NRR+1)=0. 
FDDE! NBB+11=0. 
INBB=NBB + 1 
WRI TE (6 .201 ) 

20? FORMAT! ÎH1.T50, «FLASTANCE VS TI MF * /) 
CALL GRAPHITY MF. ELCALC. TNBB . N OPTDB .NOPA T ) 
WRITE (6.20?» 

202 FORMAT! 1H1.T50, *D!E!T))/Dt VS TIME*/» 
CALL ÇRAPH1TYME.DEDT.INBB.NOPTDB.NOPAT) 
WRI TE!6,203) 

203 FORMAT! 1H1.T50, •!D!E!T) )/DT|/E!T) VS TIME*/) 
CALL GRAPH!TYMF,EDDE.INBB,NOPTDB,NOPAT) 

210 WRI TF ! 6,204) 
204 FORMAT! 1H1.T50. *!D!E!T) )/DT)/E! T) VS E ! T) TO EMAX*/) 

ESYS! NSYS+1)=0. 
ESYS! NSYS+2) =0. 
EDSYS!NSYS + 1)=0. 
EDSYS!N SYS+2)=0. 
INSYS=N SYS+ 2 
CALL GRAPH! ESYS. EDSYS, I NS YS, N TSYS . NOP AT ) 
WRIT* (6 ,205) 

205 FORMAT! 1H1.T50, *!DÎ EÎ T) )/0T)/F! T) VS F! T) - - FROM EMAX*/) 
EDIAS !NDI AS + 1 )=0 • 
FDIASÏNDIAS+2)=0. 
EDO I AS!NCIAS+1)=0• 
FDDI AS!NOIAS+2)=0• 
I ND I A S= ND IA S* 2 
CALL GR APHtED IAS,EDDIAS,INO IAS,MDIAS.NOPAT) 

500 CONTINUE 
STOP 
FNO 
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6.2.3 Digital Computer Program FAMILY (FORTRAN language) 

and Associated Flowchart 

FAMILY Flowchart 
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1 
Call ICSSMU: Calculate 
Spline Coefficients, A-D 

Interpolate TIME Vectors 
TIME -*■ TYME 

[” Same as Parts D-STOP in ""! 
[_ SPLINE Flowchart J 
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C 

C 

c 
c 
c 
c 
o 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
r* w 
c 

c 

c 

* 

c 

c 

PROGRAM FAMILY — 

SPLINE FIT TO INDIVIDUAL ELASTANCE CURVES WITHIN 1 

SPECIFIC VENTRICULAR DISEASE GROUP UTILIZING ITS 

REPRESENTATIVE CURVE AND ENIKDIASTOLIC VOLUME 

DEPENDENT MAGNITUDE AND TIME SCALING FACTORS. 

INPUT: 

NDEC 
EM(I),I=1,4 

TM(I),I=1,2 

NOPAT 

NA(L)-ND(L),NOPT(L), 

PAM(L),EDV(L),EF(L), 

FPS(L) ,HR(L),IEST 

SS(L) 

EL(I),1=1,NOPT(L)-IEST 

OUTPUT: 

FORMAT: 

15 
4F13.7 
4F13.7 
15 
4A4/I5/5F5.0/I5 

F5.3 
13F6.3 

TABLES INCLUDING ELCALC, DEDT, EDDE FOR EACH 

INDIVIDUAL? SUMMARY TABLE OF INPUT PARAMETERS? 

COMPOSITE GRAPHS OF ELCALC VS. TIME, DEDT VS. 

TYME, EDDE VS. TYME, EDSYS VS. ESYS, EDDIAS 

VS. EDIAS. 

DIMENSION FL( 80) , TI MF (8 0) ,ELCALC( OOO) ,DEOT( 80 01 «EDDE (800 ) «TYME(80 0 
*) .''SYS (400 ). EDSYS (400 ), ED IAS ( 600 1 * FDD! AS ( 60 0) *NA( IS) ,NB( 15) .NC( 15) 
*.ND(15).NTSYS(15),NOPT(15).NOPTDB(15).MDIAS(15).DY(80).A(81).B(81) 
*.C(81),D(81),WK(570),PVFL (400) ,PVFODF(400) . INDPV(15) *SS(15) «PAM(I 5 
*) »FDV(15) ,FF(15), EMX(15),FPS(15)•HP( 15)«OUM( 15).TMAX( 15).EM(6) .TM( 
*5) 

INITIALIZE 

T IMF( 1 ) = 0 « 
TY*F(1)=0. 
nn 5 1=1,79 
CY ( 1 ) = 1 . 

5 CONTINUE 

NO. OF RUNSÎ 

PEAD(5.4001NDEC 
FOPMATflS) 
DO 500 IJK=1 « NDEC 

READ EMAX AND TMAX COEFF.S 

PFAD( 5. 1 )(EM( I) , 1=1 ,4) , ( TM( 1 ) ,1=1.2) 
1 FHPMAT ( 4F13 ,7 ) 

INITIALIZE 

P V=o. 

NBP = o 

NSYS=0 
MOI AS =0 

FMAX = 0 • 

NO. OF DISEASE GROITpST 
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BFAD ! 5 * 15 )NOP AT 
15 FORMAT! I 5) 

on 290 L = 1* NORAT 

FMX!L)=9 • 
DMI N2=9. 

C NAME AND INTERESTING PARAMETERS 

RFAO( 5 « 2*')N A! L )«NB(L ).NC(L),NO(L) .NOPTÎL) .PAM(L) *EDV!L) •EF!L) *FPS ( 

* L) *HR (1_ ).IFST 
2* FORMAT! 4AA/I5/5F5.0/15) 

C SPLINE SMOOTHING FACTOR 
RFAD!5* 19 )SS!L ) 

lO FORMAT! F5.11 

S~SS!I 1 

C PRINT PATIENT NAME 

WRITr!6 «21 ) NA ! L ) « NB !L )*NC!L)* NO! L ) 
21 FOPMAT! 1H 1 *4A4) 

C ONLY COMPETE SPLINE COEFF.S FOR REPRESENTATIVE 

IF ! L • GT • 1 )GO TO 9 

C SUBTRACT INITIAL POINTS TO BE NEGLECTED 

NNOPT =N OPT !L)- I ES T 

T NORTON NCJPT—1 

C READ INPUT ELASTANCE DATA 

IF!JFST,50.0>GO TO 40 

PFAD!5*2?)!DUM! IT), II —1 • IEST ) •! FL ! I ) • 1=1* NNOPT) 

2? FORMAT!13F6.3) 

GO TO 41 

4^ READÎ5.22)îFL!I),1=1,NNOPT) 

C ' DOUBLE NO. OF ORIGINAL POINTS 

41- NOPTOBÜ. )=2*NN0PT-t 

MNOPT=NOPTDR!L) 
ALPHA =1 . 

RFTA = l . 

C CALCULATE SAMPLING INTERVAL VECTOR 

DO l^ 1=1 * I NOPT 

TIME! 1+1 ) =1/FPSÎ 1 ) 
1 0 CONTI NU F 

C CALCULATE SPLINE ELASTANCE COEFF.S 

CALL ICSSMU(T IME* EL * DY» S* NNOPT•A*B«C*D*WK) 
GO TO 9 

C CALCULATE ELASTANCE SCALING FACTORS 
8 FI=(EM! 1 )+FM! 2)*FOV{L) ) ✓! FM ( 3 ) + FM! 4 ) *EOV ! L) ) 

ALPHA = F Ï/EMX! 1 ) 
▼I=TMH ) ♦ TM ( 2 ) * ED V ! L ) 

BET A=TMA X!1)/TI 

NOPTOB!l )=NOPTDB!1) 
O H=1./FPS!1) 

HH= *5/Fpç( J ) 
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MNT=50 0 ./(FPS( 1 )*BFTA) 

TYMF( t+NBB) =0 . 

C CALCULATE SAMPLING INTERVAL VECTOR OF 2 * N POINTS 

00 1! T=t,INOPT 

1 1=2* I 
TYMF ( It + N8B ) ■= AI NT* ( 11 -1 ) 

TYME( lI+1+NBR)=AINT*II 
II CONTINUE 

NBB1=1+NBB 

C CALCULATE INITIAL E, Ê, Ê/E VALUES 

FLCALCC NBBl) = A( 2)*ALPHA 
DFOTCNBB1 ) = B(2)*BFT A* ALPHA 
FODF ( NBBt)=DFOT(NBBI>/FLCALCC NBB1 I 

TF(OMX.GF.FDnFfNBRl))GO TO 24 

DVX=FDDE(NRB1 ) 

C CALCULATE E, É, Ê/E VALUES 

24 OO 2B T = 1 * I NOPT 

J=2*T 
t J= J+NBB 

11=H-l 
FLO Al CI IJ)=(((O(II) *HHfC( I II )*HH4-B( I I ))*HH+A( II ) ) * ALPHA 

FLCAt C( I J+l ) =A( II-H )*ALPHA 
OFOT( IJ ) = ( ( 3*D( I I ) *HH + 2*C (II ) )*HH4-P( I I > )*BFTA*ALPHA 

0FOT( T J + l )=( (3*D( 11)*H+2*C<II)» *H + B( II))*BETA *ALPHA 

AFL=ABB(FLCALC( IJ)) 

C IF E * CONSTANT, SET É/E=0 

TF( AFt ,GT.0.003)GO TO 31 
FDOF( IJ . 

GO TO 32 

31 FODF( IJ >=DFDT( T J)/FLCALCC I J) 

32 AEL1 = ABS(FLCALC(IJ+1)) 

TF( AFL1 .GT. 0. 003) GO TO 33 
F0OE( IJ + i )=o. 

GO TO 34 
33 EODE ( IJ + 1 )=DED T ( I J+1 ) /F LC ALC ( I J+l ) 

C CALCULATE EMAX AND TMAX FOR INDIVIDUAL 

34 IF(FMX(L ).GF.ELCALC(I J) )G0 TO 27 

FMX(l )=FLCALC(IJ) 
TMA X(L)=<J-1)*AÏNT 

NTSYB(L ) = J 
97 IF(FMX( L) .GF.FLCALCd J+l) )GO TO 2B 

FMX(L)=FLCALC(IJ+1) 

TMAX(L)=J*AI NT 

NTBYF(L)=J 

2B CONTINUF 

LN=NBB+I 

NBB 2= NB B+ NOP T DB ( L ) 
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C PRINT E, É, É/E VALUES FOR INDIVIDU AL 

WRTTEt6,142H FLCALC ! I ) . I=LN,NBB2) 
14’ FOpMAT( !H0,5X »• CALCULATED ELASTANCE VALUES = •/! 15X, 1 OF 1 0 • 3) ) 

WPT TF C 6.310)t0^0T(I |,I=LN,NBB2) 
’P FOPMAT C 1 HO.5 X» • T IME DERIVATIVE OF ELASTANCE ='/!15X,lCFt0.3)> 

WPT TF(6 ,320) (FDDFCI)•I=LN,NBB2) 
■*?/> FORMAT! 1 HO, SX, • TT MF DERIVAT! VE / ELASTANCF ”• /( 1 5 X , 1 0F| 0 ,3» > 

C CALCULATE NO. OF PTS. FOLLOWING TMAX 

MOT AS Ct. ) =NOPTDB (L )-NTSYS!L ) 

CALCULATE "GLOBAL” EMAX (LARGEST EMAX IN SPECIFIC 

GROUP) 
TFCFMAX.GE.EMX(L) )GC TO 141 

FMAX=FMX(L> 

141 I T=NTSYS(U 

PRODUCE VECTOR OF E VALUES FROM SYSTOLIC PORTIONS OF 

GROUP'S DATA 

DO 14 3 1*1, LT 
I ?=T 4- NS YS 

TF~ I+NBB 

FSYSC IS ) = ELC4LC(IF) 

Encyst I S)=EDOE! IF) 
143 CONTINUE 

KT=MOIAS(L) 

KSS=NBB fLT 

CALCULATE VECTOR OF E VALUES FROM DIASTOLIC PORTIONS 
(I.E., PORTIONS FOLLOWING TMAX) OF GROUP»S DATA 

DO 144 1*1, KT 

IS*I+NDIAS 

IE=I+KSS 

EOIASCI S)*ELC ALC( IE) 
EDOI AS I IS) = FDDF( IE) 

144 CONTINUE 

INCREMENT COUNTERS BY NO. OF POINTS FROM PRECEEDINS 

INDIVIDUAL PATIENT. 

NBB=NBB+NOPTDB(L) 
NSYS = NSYS+LT 
NOT AS=NOIAS+KT 

2D* CONTINUE 

C PRINT TABLE HEADINGS 

WRITE! 6,206) 

FORMAT! 1H1, 'PATIENT NO. « , 3X , • PA TI E NT NAME* * 7X »* S* »5X »• M* AORTIC PR 

*pS.* *4X ,•EDV* ,5X, *EF*,4X, 'EMAX*,4X, *TMAX*,4X, *EPS*,4X,'HR*/) 

C PRINT TABLE 

OO 1=1,NOPAT 

wo IT*!6* 207)I,NA! !),NB!I),NC! I),NDtI),SS!I),PAM!I) ,EDV!I),EF! I),FM 

*x !I ) ,TMAX ! I ) , EPS! I) ,HR! I ) 
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FORMAT! 1H0. 4X.T 1 • 2X.»- - - • «4 A4 « 2X .F5 • 3 »7X • F4 • 0 • 1 OX « F4.0. 3X • F4 • 2 
*. 3X *F5.3. 3X.F4.0. 4X.F3. R. 3X.F4.0 ) 

?r<* CONTINUE 

C GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
TYMP(NBB+1) = 1000» 
F| r Al C( NBB+1 )=* • 

DEOTINBB+1)=0. 

FOOF!NBB+1>=0. 
IMRR=NRB+1 

WPT TF (6 ,?0t > 
?*\ FORMAT!1H1.T50.»FLASTANCE VS TIME»/) 

TAIL GRAPHITYME.EICALC. INBR, NOPTDB. MOPAT ) 
WRT T" ( 6 *20? > 

?''9 FORMAT C 1HI.T50» »D! = {T ) )/OT VS TIME»/) 

CALI GRAPH{TYME,OFDT.INBR.NOPTDB.NOPAT) 
WPT TF ( 6.?03) 

2*3 FORMAT ( 1H1.T50. •( D! F( T ) l/DT )/E(T) VS TI MF * / ) 

CAM GRAPH!TYME.EDOF. INBB.NOPTDB,NOPAT) 

PM WRTTF(6*5»04) 
204 FORMAT! 1 Hi. T50. »! D! FÎT ) )/DT )/E!T) VS F(T) - - TO FMA X * /) 

F SYS( NSYS+1 ) =0. 

FSYS(NSYS+2>=0. 
pOSYSINSYS+Î > =0• 
ROSYSÎNSYS+2) =*. 

!NSYS=NSYS+2 

CALL GRAPHÎESYS,FDSYS,INSYS•NTSYS.NOPAT) 
WRT TF(6.205) 

2?« FORMAT! 1HI. T50, »! DÎ F! T) )/DT)/E! T) VS FIT) - - FROM FMAX» /) 

FOT AS ! NDIAS+1 )=0. 

FOI ASINOIAS+2 ) = 0. 
FDD ! AS ! NO IAS ♦ I )=0 . 

FDD I AS!NDIAS+2)=0• 

INDIAS=NOIAS+2 
CALL GRAPHIEOIAS,FDDIAS. INOI AS. MOIAS.NOPAT) 

5 O'» CONTINUE 

STOP 
FNO 
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6.2.4 Digital Computer Program GROUPS (FORTRAN language) 

and Associated Flowchart 

GROUPS Flowchart 
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PROGRAM GROUPS — 
SPLINE FIT TO REPRESENTATIVE ELASTANCE FUNCTIONS (FOR 
RESPECTIVE VENTRICULAR DISEASE GROUPS) UTILIZING END- 
DIASTOLIC VOLUME DEPENDENT MAGNITUDE AND TIME SCALING 
FACTORS 

INPUT: FORMAT: 
NDEC 15 
NDPAT 15 
EM(I),I=1,4 4F13.7 
TM(I),1=1,2 4F13.7 
CEMX(L),CTMAX(L) 2F5.3 , 
NA(L)-ND(L),NOPT(L), 4A4/I5/5F5.0/I5 
PAM(L),EDV( L),EF(L), 
FPS( L), HR( L), IEST 

SS( L) F5.3 
EL(I),1=1,NOPT(L)-IEST 13F6.3 

OU TUT ï TABLES INCLUDING EXCALC, DEDT, EDDE FOR EACH 

GROUP REPRESENTATIVE; SUMMARY TABLE OF INPUT 

PARAMETERS; COMPOSITE GRAPHS OF ELCALC VS. 

TYME, DEDT VS. TYME, EDDE VS. TYME, EDSYS VS. 
SETS, EDDIAS VS. EDIAS. 

DTMFNS TON EL ( 80)» TI ME ( 8 0 ) , pl C AL C ( BOO ) ,DED T( 80 0) .EDDE(800 ) .TYME (80 0 

*) «FSYS(400).E05 YS(4 00 ),EDIASC600)»EDDIAS(600).NA( 1S).NB(1S).NC(15) 
*,NO( 1 5) . NTS YS( 15) ,NOPT( 15) .NOPTDB(15) .MD I AS(I 5) .DY(80 ) . A (81 )•B(81 ) 

*iC(°l ). D( 81 ),WK(570 ). PVEl. (400) *PVEDDE( 400). INDPV( 15) . SS( 15) .PAM( 15 

*) ,EOV(l5) ,EF(15 ) ,EMX(15),FPS(15).HR(15).DUM( 10),TMAX( 15 ) •EM(5)•TM( 

*5>.CPMX(5),CTMAX( 5) 

C INITIALIZE 
TTMr(i)=n, 

TYMF( 1 ) =0. 

DO 5 T= 1,79 
rY( T ) ~1 . 

5 CONTI NIJF 

C NO. OF RUNS? 
OFAO(5,400)NDEC 

4P-* F0PMATCI5) 

no 500 T JK= 1 , NDEC 

C INITIALIZE 
PV. 

MBRr' 

NSY5-=0 
Nr*TA5 = 0 

PMAXi'i . 

C NO. OF DISEASE GROUPS? 

OF AOT 5,15)NÛPAT 
15 FORMAT;IS) 

ro ?00 L=|.NOPAT 
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C READ EM AX AND TMAX COEFF.S 

PEAOC5. 1)<EM( T> ,1=1 ,4),CTM{I) ,1=1 .2) 
1 FOPMATC4F13.7) 

C READ EMAX AND TMAX VAUJES FOR REPRESENTATIVE 
RFAD(5,2)CFMX CD.CTMAXCL) 

9 FOPMATC 2F5. 3) 
FMX CL ) = 0 • 

DMTN2=0. 

C NAME AND INTERESTING PARAMETERS 
PFADC 5,201NAC L) »NB(L) ,NC(L) ,NO(L) ,NOPT(L) ,PAM(L),EDV CL),FFCL >•FPS C 

*L ) , HP CL )• TEST 
2" FOPMATC4A4/Î5/FF5 .0/15 ) 

C SPLINE SMOOTHING FACTOR 

PFAOC 5. 1 <?,)SSC L ) 
to FORMAT C F5 .3 ) 

S=SS(L) 

C PRINT PATIENT NAME 

WPITFC6,?nNACL),N3CL),NCCL),NDCL) 
21 FOPMATC1H1.4A4) 

C SUBTRACT INITIAL POINTS TO BE NEGLECTED 

NNOPT=NOPTC L) -I EST 
TNOPT =NNOPT-1 

C READ INPUT ELASTANCE DATA 

IF< fS-ST .FQ.O )GO TO 40 

READC 5, 2?) C DUMC 11 ) • 11 =1 ,IEST) , ( FL C I) .1=1 , NNOPT ) 
2? FOPMATC13F6.3) 

GO TO 41 

4^ PFADC 5,22)C EL CI),1 = 1,NNOPT) 

C DOUBLE NO. OF ORIGINAL POINTS 

41 NOPTORCt )=2*NN0PT-1 

MNOPT=MOPTOBCL1 

C CALCULATE SAMPLING INTERVAL VECTOR 

DO 1" 1=1,1NOPT 

TIMEC 1+1 )=1/FPÇCL ) 
1" CONTI NUF 

C CALCULATE SPLINE ELASTANCE COEFF.S 

CALL ICSSMUC TtME•EL,DY,S.NNOPT,A,B*C,D.WK) 

C CALCULATE ELASTANCE SCALING FACTORS 

ET=CFMC1 j+EMC 2 >*EOVCL))/C EM C 3 )+FM C 4 ) *EDVC L )) 

ALPHA =E ! /CE MX C L) 

TI=TMC1 )+TMC 214EDVC L) 
BFT A=CT MAX C L)/TI 

2 H=1./FPSCL) 
HH=,5/F PS C l ) 

A TNT = 50 0,/C FPSC L ) *BET A ) 

TYME Cl♦ NRB)=0• 
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C CALCULATE SAMPLING INTERVAL VECTOR OF 2 x N POINTS 

DO 11 I=1,INOPT 
T I-2* I 
TYHECII+ NBB) = AT NT *{ 11—1 > 
TYMPf îî +1+NBB)=AINT*I I 

11 CONT 1 NU F 
NBR1 =1+NBB 

C CALCULATE INITIAL E, Ê, Ê/E VALUES 

FLCAl Cf NBB1) =A{ 2) «ALPHA 
DFDT(NBB1 )= R( 2 ) «BET A* ALPHA 
EDDEINOBl)=DEOT<NBRl)/ELC ALC ( NBB1 ) 
TE{ DM X • GE «EDDEI NBB 1)1 GO TO 24 

DMX=FODE(NBBl} 

C CALCULATE E, Ê, E/E VALUES 
24 DO 25 I =1 *1 NOPT 

J~ 2* T 
T J= J+NBB 
T I=1+ 1 
FLCALCC TJ)=(( (D( I I ) «HH+CÜI) )*HH+B( î I) )*HH+A( II ))*ALPHA 
ELCAL CI I J+l ) = A( I 1+1 )* ALPHA 
DEDT( I J) =U 3*D( 11 )*HH+2*C(I I ) )*HH+B< 11 ) ) «BET A «ALPHA 
DEDT(IJ + 1)=(<3*D{II )*H+2*C( II))«H+B( It))«BETA«ALPHA 
AEl =ABE(ELC ALC(IJ)) 

C IF E ^ CONSTANT, SET Ê/E=0 
IF( AFL.GT.O. 011 5)GO TO 31 

FonEf IJ )=0. 
GO TO 32 

31 EDDE< I J)=DE0T{1 J)/ELCALCIIJ) 
7? * EL 1 — ABS f EL CALC f IJ + 1 ) ) 

TF<AEtl.GT,0.0115>GO TO 33 
FODEI IJ + 1 )=0. 
GO TO 34 

33 FOOFCIJ + 1 )=DEDT(IJ+l)/ELCALC(IJ + 1 > 

C CALCULATE EMAX AND TMAX FOR INDIVIDUAL 
34 TFIEMX(L) .GE.ELCALCII J) )G0 TO 27 

FMX (L )=ELCALCC IJ ) 

TMAX( L) =f J-l )*AINT 
NTSYS(L)=J 

27 IF(EMXIL).GF,ELCALC(IJ+1))G0 TO 25 
FMX(L)=FLCALCCI J+l) 
TMAX(L)=J*AINT 
NT5YS <L)»J 

7S CONTINUE 

LN=NBF+1 

NRB2=N8 B+NOPTDB(L) 
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C PRINT E, E, Ê/E VALUES FOR INDIVIDUAL 
WRITE!S.142)(FLCALCÜ).Ï=LN,NBB2) 

14* FORMAT!iHO,SX.«CALCULATED ELASTANCE VALUES * • /( 15X. 1 0F9, 3) ) 

VPITF(6 .310)COEOTCI),Î=LN,NBB2) 
31* FORMAT! 1H0.SX.«TI ME DERIVATIVE OF ELASTANCE = • / ( 1 5X * 1 0F1 0 *3 ) ) 

WRITE(6 . 320 )( FDDEI I ), Ï=LN,NBB2) 
320 FORMAT! 1H0.5X •• TI ME DERIVATIVE / ELASTANCE =•✓< 15X* 10F10 *3) ) 

C CALCULATE NO. OF PTS. FOLLOWING TMAX 
MDI AS ( L )=NOPTOB(L )-NTSYS(L) 

C CALCULATE "GLOBAL” EMAX (LARGEST EMAX IN SPECIFIC GROUP) 
IFtEMAX .GF.EMXCL) )GO TO 14t 

EMA X=FM X( L) 
141 LT = NT SYS (L ) 

C PRODUCE VECTOR OF E VALUES FROM SYSTOLIC PORTIONS OF 
C GROUP'S DATA 

DO 143 1=1.LT 
IS=T4NSYS 
ÎE= I4-NB8 
F SYS! IS) =ELCALC (IF) 

EDSYS(I S)=EDDF( IE) 
143 CONTINUE 

KT=MDIAS(L> 
KSS=NBR 4-LT 

C CALCULATE VECTOR OF E VALUES FROM DIASTOLIC PORTIONS 
C (I.E., PORTIONS FOLLOWING TMAX) OF GROUP'S DATA 

DO 144 1=1.KT 

ÏS= I 4-ND I AS 

I E= I+KSS 
EDI AS! IS)=ELCALC( IE ) 
FODIAS! IS)=EDDE( IF) 

144 CONTINUE 

INCREMENT COUNTERS BY NO. OF POINTS FROM PRECEEDIN3 
INDIVIDUAL PATIENT. 
N BB =N BB +NOPT O B ( L ) 
NSYS=NSYS4LT 

NDIAS=N DIAS+KT 

2** CONTINUE 

C PRINT TABLE HEADINGS 
VPI TE (6.206) 

2*6 FORMAT! 1H1. «PATIFNT N0.«»3X.*PA TIENT NA ME • . 7 X ,« S« . SX , • M. AORTIC PR 
*ES.• .4X .•EDV* »5X•* FF* ,4X. «EMAX•«4X••TMAX••4X« «FPS•.4X»«HR»/) 

C PRINT TABLE 
DO 20 B 1 = 1.NOPAT 
WRITF(6.207)I.NA! I ) ,NB( I ) »NC( I) ,ND( I ) ,SS( I ), PAW (I ).EDVCI).EF( I) .EM 

*X( I ) .TMAXd ) .FPS! I) .HR! I) 
?07 FORMAT! 1H0,4X*1 1,2X*•- - - • ,4A4«2X,F5.3»7X«F4.0•1 OX»F4 ,0•3X•F4•2 

*.3X .F5.3.3X .F4.0.4X.F3.0. 3X.F4.0) 

2 OB CONTINUE 
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C GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
TYMF!NBBfl)=1000. 
FLC ALC ( NBBf 1 ) =0 • 
DEDT! NBB-f 11 =0. 
FDOF!NBBfl)=0. 
INBB-NBB-M 
WRITE (6.201) 

2*1 FORMAT!1HI.T50.«ELASTANCE VS TIME*/) 
CALL GRAPH1TYME.ELCALC.INBB•NOPTDB.NOPAT) 
WRITE!6,202) 

202 FORMAT Î1H1.T50» • D ! E !T ) )/DT VS TIME*/) 

CALL GRAPH! TYME.DEOT.INBB.NOPTDB.NOPAT ) 
WRITE!6,203) 

203 FORMAT!1H1.T50.•!D!E!T))/DT)/E!T) VS TIME*/) 

CALL GRAPH!TYME.EDDE,INBB,NOPTOB,NOPAT) 
21”* WRITF!6.204) 
2*4 FORMAT! 1H1.T50 .* !0! EÎT) )/DT )/F!T) VS E! T ) - 

FSYS! NS YS-f 1) =0. 
FSYS(NSYS+2)=0. 
EDSYS!NSYSfl)=0. 
EOSYSÎNSYSf?) =0. 
INS YS=NSYS-f 2 
CALL GR APH(ESYS.EOSYS.I NSYS•NTSYS.NOPAT) 
WRITF! 6 * 2 05) 

205 FORMAT! 1H1.T50» • IO!E!T) )/OT )/E!T) VS E! T) 
EDI AS!NDIASf1 )=0. 
FOIAS!NOIAS+2)=0. 
FOOIAS!NOTASfl)=0• 
EDO IAS! NO I A Sf 2) =0 . 
INOIAS=NOIAS+2 
CALL GRAPH!FOI AS.EDOIAS.INDI AS.MDIAS.NOPAT) 

500 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 

TO EMAX*/) 

FROM EMAX*/) 
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6.2.5 Digital Computer Program PFFT (FORTRAN language) 

and Associated Flowchart 

PFFT Flowchart 
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PROGRAM PFFT — 
TRUE PRESSURE S AILLES ARE OBTAINED FROM MEASURED 
PRESSURE DATA BY MEANS OF DECONVOLUTION USING 
IMPULSE RESPONSE SAMPLES. FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
ARE OBTAINED USING SUBROUTINE FFT. 

INPUT: FORMAT: 
NSTAGE,NOPAT 215 
A(I),1=1,110 10F8.2 
NA(LL)-ND(LL) 4A4 
NN 15 
B(J),J=1,NN 13F6.2 

OUTPUT: SMOOTHING FACTOR (ALAM), PATIENT NAME, 
AND TABLE OF PRESSURE SAMPLES. 

COMMON/COMFFT/X(2,512 ) .N5TAGE.S IGN.SINE<130) 
COMPLEX X» W .CON JG 
COMPLEX PUT(512>,PI (512) 
PPAL AJ0E(512),A(150) .8(250)•P(150),T1ME(150) 
DIMFMSÎON NA( 5*) ,NR(50) ,NC( 50 ) • NO ( 50 ) 

ion ^OPMAT(?T5) 
10n FOPMATCF6. 0.1 5X.F 1 2.2) 
50* FO°MAT( 1H1. • ALAM = *.G11.5) 

READ N (WHERE 2N IS LENGTH OF FFT) AND NO. OF CURVES 
”0 BE FILTERED 
pr A r> ( 5 »100) NS T A GF » N OP AT 
N= o**NSTAGF 
N04=N/4 

NO?=N/2 
FLTN=N 
PT2M = 6.2831 853/FLTN 
NPÎ =N04 + l 
H= 1 nno./F4. 

C CALCULATE TABLE OF SINE VALUES 
OO 25 i=i,NPl 
FLIT-T-! 
SINF(!)=STN(FLIT*PI?N) 

25 CONTINUF 

C READ SIGNIFICANT COMPONENTS OF IMPULSE RESPONSE — H(T) 
PpAD(5.120)(A(T),I=1.110) 

12* roPM4T(10F8.2) 

c CONVERT H(T) FROM REAL TO COMPLEX 
fno 125 1=1.110 
X< 1 .1 )-CMPLX( A( I ) .0.) 

125 CONTTNUF 

c ZERO THE REMAINDER OF H(T) 
DO O 1 = 1 11 * N 
X(1,1 ) = (0..0.) 

O CONTINU F 

ST GN= —1 .0 
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C TRANSFORM HC”) TO H(K) 
CALL Fr T 

c CALCULATE H( K) • H*( K)= |Hj 2 

no l I=T,N 
RT< n =x(?,i> 
A jnp ( I ) =R I ( T ) *c ON JG ( R n I ) I 

1 CONTTNUF 
AL4M-24•0 
WRTTFt 6,600)ALA M 
CO 60 LL=1, NOPAT 

C READ AND WRITE PATIENT NAME 
RRA0CS,26)NACLL). N<3(LL>•NC<LL I * ND(LL) 

26 FOPMATt4A4) 
WRITF(6 »27)NA(LL)»NB(LL)« NC(LL Î »NO(LL) 

2T FORMA ■*■( 1H1.4A4I 
C READ MEASURED PRESSURE DATA 

BFADC 5» 1 10)NN,(B(J),Jsl,NN) 
It'' FOPMAT(I5/(13F6.2)I 

MMM-NN-t 0 
MMrMMM/3 
MMPsMMt 3 

c CALCULATE TIME VECTOR 
DO 5 I = t « MM 
TTMT( D = I*H 

F CONTI Ml F 
C CONVERT G(T) FROM REAL TO COMPLEX 

on 1 t 5 I I =1 ,NN 
B( II )=B ( HI-BI 1 ) 

X(1 .1 I) =CMPLX <B{I I),0 .) 
115 CONTTNUF 

J J=NN+1 

C ZERO THE REMAINDER OF G(T) 
DO 8 I = JJ »N 
X( 1 , I )=( 0., 0. ) 

P CONTI MU F 
STGN=-1.0 

c TRANSFORM G(T) TO G(K) 
CAI L FF T 

C CALCULATE G(K)*H*(K) 
no 2 1=1,N 
°UT(I ) = XI 2, I >*CONJG(R1(11) 

2 CONTTNUF 

c CALCULATION OF P(K) 

DO 6 1=1,N 
T I = I— 1 
IF ( I I —N 04 > 50,30,31 
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30 t X—NPI- I T 
S = 1 • 
GO TO 36 

3! IFC T I—NO 2 ) 32* 32* 31 
3? TX-IT-NC4+1 

5-- 1. 
GO TO 36 

33 IFCT T-N02-N04) 34 *3 4*35 
34 IX=Nn?+NPl-TI 

S=-l • 
GO TO 36 

35 IX-IT-N02-N04+1 
5-1 * 

36 AI=S*SI NFC I X) 
AI — 2 • 4A 1-2. 
Aï ~ A I * A I ♦1000./N 
AI=AT*Af 

Aî=AT*ALAM+AJO^CI) 
XC1*1)“PUTCI>/AI 

6 CONTTNUF 
<STGN=*+1 .0 

C CALCULATE INVERSE TRANSFORM OF DEVELOPED EXPRESSION FOR 
P(K) TO YIELD P(T) 
CALL FF T 
no 50 KKrMMp 
KKK=3*KK 

C CONVERT P(T) FROM COMPLEX TO REAL AND SCALE 
PC KK) —1 P.454RFALCXC 1 * KKK) ) 
AKK=KK 

C PRINT P(T) 
WRITE(6 » 300)AKK » P (K K ) 

5* CONTTNUF 

C PUNCH P(T) 
WRITE (T. 40) (P( I )• 1=1. MM ) 

4P FORMAT < 1 3F6 *2 »? X ) 
WRI T^ (6*45) 

45 FORMAT(iH1*T50,«PRESSURE VS TIME*/) 
P(1 )=P(MM + I ) 
P(?) = P(MM + 2) 

C PLOT P(T) VERSUS TIME 
CAt l_ PLOTTCT IMF. P,MM) 

60 CONTI NUF 

STOP 
FND 
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6.2.6 Digital Computer Program ELASS (FORTRAN language) 

and Associated Flowchart 

ELASS Flowchart 
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PROGRAM ELASS — 
CALCULATES AN ELASTANCE VECTOR FROM INPUT PRESSURE 
AND VOLUME DATA; OUTPUTS TABLE OF ELASTANCE VALUES 
AND PLOT OF ELASTANCE VERSUS TIME. 

INPUT; FORMAT; 
NDPAT 15 
TEXTR F5 Q 
NA(I)-ND(I),NOPT, 4A4/I5,4F5.0/ 

TCAL,PAM(I), (16F5.0) 
PLAM(I),EDV(I), 
(VOL(K),K=l,NOPT) 

OUTPUT; NAME, TABLE OF'ELASTANCE VALUES, LEST OF 
INTERESTING PARAMETERS FOR PATIENT, AND 
PLOT OF ELASTANCE VERSUS TIME (ALSO 
PUNCHES ELASTANCE VALUES) 

READ;5,1OÏNOPAT,TEXTR 
1? FORMAT;I5.F5.0) 

IER=0 
TIME; i)=o. 

CALCULATE VECTOR OF CONSECUTIVE NUMBERS 
AA( 1 ) = 1 . 

OO 15 J = L.99 
AA( j+ n =AA; J) + I . o 

15 CONTI NUF 
DO 60 I =1 « NOP AT 

C INPUT NAME, INTERESTING PARAMETERS, AND VOLUME DATA 
RFAD(5. ?P)NA( I) ,NB( I) ,NC<11 .ND( T 1 ,NOPT « TC AL♦P AM(I)«PLAMfI)« EDV(I 

*<VOI_{K ) »K = l,NOPT 1 

** FORMAT (4AA/I5*4F5.0/(16F5«0 >1 

C INPUT PRESSURE DATA 
READ! 5* RSlfP'RESfK)* K- 1 « NOPT ) 

25 FORMAT;13F6.2 ) 

c SMOOTH VOLUME DATA 
CALL SE55; VOL.5V0L.NOPT,1ER) 
STFP=TCAL/NOPT 
HR=60O0O ,/TCAL 
EMA X-C, 

C CALCULATE ELASTANCE VECTOR AND MAX VALUE 
no 40 J = 1 .NOPT 

EL;J)=PRES;JJ/SVOL;J> 
IF;FH J) .LF.EMAX1GO TO 40 
EMAX^EL;J) 
TSYS=J 

40 CONTINUE 

C OUTPUT NAME AND TABLE OF ELASTANCE VALUES 
WRITF;6,54)NA; n . NB; i ),NC; i > .NO;I >.; AA; JI ,FL; J> . J=I .NOPT) 

FORMAT; 1H1.4A4/ ;iX.F6.0,15X,F12.3)> 54 
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C PUNCH ELASTANCE VALUES 

WOT r= ( 7.ES) (EU J) ,J=1 • NGPT) 

*5S FORMATC17F6.3.2X) 

TMAX-TSVÇAÇTEP 
DO 4S J=1,NPPT 

T(MF( J+l )rJ*5TEP 

4S CONTTNljr 

FL(NOPT + ! )=0 • 
FL(NOOT +?) = o. 

TIMFC NOPT4I ) = TEXTR 
T IMH NOPT +2 ) = 0 . 

C OUTPUT PARAMETER LEST 

WOI T=(ft,7rt)NA(n . Nfl ( I ) » NC(I ) » ND ( I ) ,PL AM ( I ), PAM( I ) , EDV Cl ) • EMAX * TM A X 
*, HO 

30 FDPMATC 1H1.4A4, •- - M. FILLING POES. = » , F 4.0. 4X, • M . LOAD PRES. = 

* •,re:.'?,AXt<EDV =• .F5.0.4X.*FMAX =•*F6.3.4X,•TMAX = • . F6.2.4X , • HR =• 

* .F«.1 ) 
WP TTFC S. *"5) 

S') FORM AT c 1 HO. TSO. «ELASTANCE VS TIME»./I 
T NnoT=NOPTt2 

C 3RAPH OF ELASTANCE VERSUS TIME 

TAIL PLOTTCTIME.EL.INOPT) 

6* rntsjTTNHF 
c TOP 

PMP 
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6.2.7 Digital Computer Program PVCURV (FORTRAN language) 

and Associated Flowchart 

PVCURV Flowchart 

STOP 
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C 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
ri 

c 

c 

PROGRAM PVCURV — 

COMPOSITE PLOT OF PRESSURE, VOLUME, AND CALCULATED 

ELASTANCE FOR INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS 

INPUT: FORMAT: 

NDPAT 15 

NA(J)-ND(J),NOPT,PAM, 4A4/I5/5F5.0/ 

EDV,EF.FPS,HR, I5/(13F6.2) 

(VOL(I),I=l,NDPT) 

PRES(I),1=1,NOPT 16F5.0 

OUTPUT: SUMMARY LIST OF INTERESTING INPUTS; COMPOSITE 

GRAPH OF PRESSURE, VOLUME, ELASTANCE 

DT MENS! CN VOL <80) .PRES<90 >,T I MF<80 ),SVOL(BO >,NA(25 )* NB< 2E),NC(25) , 
*N0( 25 ). T YMF ( »40). VPLOT< 240) ,EL< 80) ,NPT(3) 

RFAD(5 * ! )NOPAT 
1 Ff)P MA T( 15) 

TT'*E( l ) =0 . 
rn 50 J = 1 , NOPAT 

INPUT NAME, INTERESTING PARAMETERS, AND VOLUME DATA 

PFAD{ 5.1 C)NA( J) » N9( J) ,NC(J)*N0< J) * NOPT ,P AM,EOV» EF, FPS,HR, W. ( VOL ( 
* I)•1=1,NOPT) 

1~ FORMAT { 4 A4/I5/5F5 .0/15/(13F6 .2) ) 

C SMOOTH VOLUME DATA 

CALL 5F35(VOL »SVOL»NOPT »IFP) 

C INPUT PRESSURE DATA 

READ( 5, 20 ) ( PRES < l ), 1=1, NOPT) 

20 FORMAT<15F5.0) 
H=1 ,/FPS 

HH=1000 ./FPS 

MOP T=NOPT-J 

CALCULATE TIME VECTOR 

DO 5 K=l,MOPT 

TT MF(K+1 ) =K*H 
5 CPMTINIJF 

MM = 0 

C COMPOSITE TIME VECTOR 

no 3 1=1,3 
00 2 K= 1 ,NOP T 

TYMFC MM *K) = T TMF(K ) 
"> CONTI NO F 

MM=MM+NOPT 

3 CONTINU F 

OMAX=0. 
VMA X= 0• 

FMAX= A . 

C CALCULATE ELASTANCE AND MAX VALUES FOR SCALING 
on 15 1=1 .KIOPT 

1F(PRFS( T ).LF.PMAX) CO TO 14 
PMA X = PP FS( I ) 
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1* IFÏSVOL ( T ) .LF.VMAX) GH TO 15 
VMA X=SVOL!T) 

Ie» Fl. ( I )=pPFSÎ I >/SVOL ( I ) 
IF!FL! I).LF.F MAX)GO TH 16 
FMAX=FL ! I > 
TMAX=(I- TJK >*HH 

16 CONTT NUF 
N?=?*NnPT 
N3~3*NOPT 

C NORMALIZE PRESSURE, VOLUME ELASTANCE 

DO 11 î =1 ,NOPT 
VPLOT( I )=PPCS!I )/PMAX 

11 CONTT NUF 
DO 1 ? 1=1 ,NOPT 
I T= I + NOPT 
VPLOT un =SVOL( n/v MAX 

n CONTINUE 
CO 13 1=1,NOPT 
I I = I + N2 
VPL OT(in =FL { I ) /F MA X 

13 CONTI NU F 

C OUTPUT PARAMETER LIST 

WRI T*= !6 ,3 0) NA ! J) , Na ! J ) ,NC !J > * NO! J ),PAM,EDV,FF,FMAX,FPS,HR 
30 FORMAT!1H1,4A4,•- - M. AOPTÎC PRFS. =•,F5.0,4X,•EOV =•, 

♦ FF =• ,F5 ,2,4X , *FMAX = • , F6 .3, 4X, »FPS = • , F 4.0,4 X, • HR =»»F4. 

♦ X =•,F5•0, ' l - RR FS SURF, 2 - VOLUME, 3 - FLASTANCE VS 
NPT( 1 )=NPPT 
NPTU? ) = NOPT 
NPT (3 ) = NOPT 
I N3=N3+ 1 
VPLOT! I N 3 )= 0 , 
TYME! TN3 >=" . 

COMPOSITE GRAPH OF PRESSURE, VOLUME, ELASTANCE 
VERSUS TIME 
CALL G R A PH î T Y MF , VPL OT , I N3 »NPT ,3 ) 

S'* CONTTNUF 
«TOP 
F ND 

F5.0.4X, • 
0»4X••TMA 

TIME»/) 
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6.2.8 Digital Computer Subroutine GRAPH 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

SUBROUT TNE GRAPH( XPT, YPT, N, NST . NOP AT > 
DIMENSION XP T( 1001) ,YPT( 1001) ,CHAR<9) ,NST(9) 

DIMENSION GPID( 51*101 )•XSCALEC6)•YSCALE(6) 

DATA 8LANK/1H /,CHAP( 1 )/l H1 / , CH AR (2 ) ✓ 1 H2/• CHAR( 3 )/1 H3/• CHAP C 4 ) / 1H4 
*/,CHAR< 5)/lH5/.CHAR< 6)/1H6/,CHAR(7)/1H7/,CHAR(8)/lH8 / ,CHARC9)/lH9/ 

* *OOT/ 1 H •/ ,X CHAR/ 1 HX/ 

GRID IS THE MATRIX USED TO PLOT THE POINTS 

NPTRTO 

10 

MPTR=C 
XMAX = XPT(1 ) 

XMIN= XPT ( 1 ) 
YMAX= YPT(1) 

YMI N= YPTO ) 

DO 10 T = 2,N 

IF(XPT( I ).GT.XMAX ) 
IF( X° T( I ) *LT. XMI N) 

ÏFIYPTC D.GT.YMAX) 
I F{ YPT { I ) .LT .YMIN) 

CONTI NUF 

XM AX= XPT( I ) 

XMIN= XPT ( I ) 
YMAX = YPTCI) 

YMIN= YPTC I) 

PLOTTING X AND Y AXIS , IF NECESSARY 

XRANGE= XMAX—XMIN 
YRANGE=YMAX -VMIN 

BLANKING OUT MATRI X-(GRID) 

DO 300 I —1 » 51 
DO 301 JJ=1,101 

01 GRID!I•JJ)=BLANK 

300 CONTINUE 
YTEST =Y MAX4YMIN 

XTEST =X MAX* XMIN 
IF(XTEST)1.222,22? 

? 2? IF( YTFST )333,444.444 

1 I YAXT S= 1 00.*<-XMI N)/XRANGE+1.5 
NPTR=1 

DO 4'"' 1=1,51 
40 GRID!I,IYAXTS)=DOT 

GOTO 22? 

333 IXAXIS=50.*YMAX/YRANGE+1.5 
MPTRi1 

DO 60 1=1,101 
60 GRIDC IXAXIS,I)=DOT 

C 
PLACING POINTS IN THEIR PROPER GRID POSITIONS 
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GO TO 70 
69 TFC GR TO ( ÎPTX, IPTY)•EO.CHAR!KK>) GO TO 70 

GRID!IPTX•IPTY >=XCHAR 

70 CONTT NUF 
INIT= TEND 

230 CONTINUE 

C 
C COMPUTE PROPER SCALE NUMBERS 
r 

8000 XINCR=XPANGE/5. 
YINCR =YRANGE/5. 
X SCALE! 1 J=XMAX 

YSCALEC1>=YMAX 
TFCNPTR.EQ.I)GO TO 11 

XSCALEC 6>=0. 

KN=5 

CO TO 1? 
11 KN-6 

12 IF(MPTR .EQ.11GO TO 13 

YSCALFC6 1=0 • 
KM-5 

GO TO 14 

13 KM=6 
14 DO BO I —2 »KN 

80 XSCALEC I)=XSCALE( I- 1)-XI NCR 
DO 81 I=2.KM 

81 YSCAl FC II =YSCALEC Ï-1 >-YÎNCR 

OUTPUT SECTION WITH GRAPH 

C 
17 FORMAT C 1IX,G12.5» SC 8X,G12,5)/I4X,?H**,lOC 1OH+4♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦) ,3H+** > 

WRITE C5 * 17) XSCALEC 6 ) .XSCALFC 5) .XSCALEC 4) .XSCALEC 3) , XSCALEC 2) . 

♦XSCALEC1) 
! 1 = 1 
1=0 

DO 101 IK=1,51 
IEC I ) 91 ,91,92 

91 WRITEC6,!8> YSCALEC II ), CGRÏDC IK, IX ), IX= 1, 10 1 >,YSCALE< I I > 

18 FORMATf 1X.G12.5.1X, 1H+,1X,1 01A1 , 1 X , 1H+ , 1X,G12,5) 

I 1=114-1 
GOTO 102 

444 IN T T= 0 

DO 230 KK=1,NOPAT 

IST=INIT-H 

IEND= IN IT4NSTCKK) 
OO 70 I * 1ST , I END 

!PTX=50 ,*C YMAX-YPTC I) l/YPANGE.+ l .5 
IPTY= I 0 0 • ♦! XPTC I 1-XMIN)/XRANGE*1.5 

IF! GRID! IPTX , IPTY l.LT .RLANK )GO TO 69 
GRTDC IPTX,IPTY)=CHARCKK> 
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92 WRITE(6»19) (GR ID(IK*tX)*IX-l *101) 
1R FORMAT( 14X•1H*«IX•101A1•IX,1H*) 

10? I*TAI 
TF< I- 10 ) 101 • 103, 1 03 

1 03 I sn 
101 CONTINUE 

WRIT F (6, ??> XSCALEI 6) ♦XSCALEC 5) * XSCALE< 4) 
♦ XSCALEÜ) 

2? FOPMAT(1AX,2H**,10(10H4*********),3H+**/l 
RETURN 
END 

• XSC ALE (3) • XSCALEI 2) « 

IX * G 12 *5 «5 ( 8X.C12.5)) 
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6,2.9 Digital Computer Subroutine ICSSMU 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

•ICSSMU**S. 

FUNCTION 
USAGE 
PARAMETERS X 

Y 

OY 

S 

N 
A 

R 

C 

D 

WK 
PRECISION 
AUTHOR/IMPLEMENTOR 
LANGUAGE 

LATEST REVISION 

SUBROUT IN E IC SSMU 

DIMENS I ON 

NP1=N+ 1 
IBl = NP1 
IB2 = I B 1 +NP1 
183 = I B2 ■f NP 1 + 1 
IB4 = I 83 +NP1 
185 = I B4 + NP1 
186 = I 85 +NPI FI 
WK< i ) s 0 • 
WK ( 2 > = 0 • 
WK{182 ) = 0* 
WK C IB 3 ) = 0. 

“COaiC“‘SPLlW DATA SMOOTHING 
CALL IC3SMU(X * Y * DY*S*N*A*8*C*D*WK) 
VECTOR OF N ABSCISSA X(!)*X(2>* 

•••*X(N)« WE ASSUME X(I)»GT•X(I-I) 
FOR 1=2*3*••.*N 

VECTOR OF N FUNCTIONAL VALUES Y(l)*Y(2>. 
•••*YTN)V Yfl) IS THE FUNCTIONAL VALUE 
AT X<!) 

VECTOR OF INPUT PARAMETERS DY(1)«DY(2>« 
• ••* DYIN) WHERE D Y( I) IS AN ESTIMATE OF 
THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ORDINATE Y(I) 

A NON-NEGATIVE PARAMETER WHICH CONTROLS THE 
EXTENT OF SMOOTHING 

NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
OUTPUT VECTOR OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS 

A(1> *A<2> * *•# »A< N+l) 
OUTPUT VECTOR OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS 

9( 1)*6(2) *•••* 6(N+1) 

OUTPUT VECTOR OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS 
C( I)*C(2)*...,C(N+1 ) 

OUTPUT VECTOR OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS 
DC 1 )*D{2I*•* « *D(N+l) 
THE CUBIC SPLINE FCXX) IS CONSTRUCTED IN 
THE I—TH (I=i* 2.•.•,N-1 ) INTERVAL BY 
F(XX)= t<D{1+1)*H+C< 1 + 1 ) )*H+B< I + I > >*H + A< 1 + 1 > 
WHERE H = XX-X<I) 

WORK AREA OF DIMENSION .GE* 7*N + 9 
SINGLE 
C•L•SMITH 
FORTRAN 

FEBRUARY 7* 1972 

{X*Y,DV*S*N*A.B*C*D*WK) 

X(1),Y(1) ,DY{I),A(1)*Q(1)*C(1 )*D( I ) *WK( 1) 
SET UP WORKING AREAS 
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IJK2 = IB2+NP1 
WK(IJK2)=0. 
IJK5 = IB5 + 1 
WK<IJK5)=0. 
ÏJK5 = IB5 + 2 
WK{ IJK5) = C. 
WK<IR6) = 0. 
IJK5 = IB5+NP1 
WK<IJK5)=0. 
P=0. 
H= X { 2 ) — X ( 1 ) 
F2=-S 
F={Y< 2)-Y<1))/H 
IF (N.LT.3) GO TO 25 
00 5 1 = 3,N 

G=H 
H=X(I) —X (1-1) 
E = F 

Cl 

c 

F=(Y{I)—Y(1-1))/H 
A( I )=F—E 

IJK3 = IB3+I 
WK(IJK3)={G+H)*•66656666666666700 
WK( I JK3 ) = ( G-t-H)*. 6666667 
IJK4 = IB4+I 
WK< I JK4)=H/3. 
IJK2 = IB2+Ï 
WK<IJK2)=OY{I-2I/G 

WK(I) = OY(I)/H 
IJKl = IB1+I 
WK( IJKl)=-DY( 1-1 )/G-DY(I-Î)/H 

5 CONTINUE 

DO 7 1=3,N 

IJK1=IBI+I 

IJK2=I 82+I 

B(I> = #K( I ) * WK( I )+WK( IJKl ) *WK( IJK1 ) + WK ( IJK2)*WK( IJK2) 
C(I) = WK(I)*WK(1JK1+1)+WK<IJK1)*WK(IJK2+1> 
D(I) = WK<I)*WK{IJK2+2) 

7 CONTINUE ' ‘ 

NEXT ITERATION 
10 IF (N.LT.3) GO TO 25 

OO 15 1=3,N 
IJKl = IB1+I-1 
IJKO = 1-1 
W K( IJK1)=F *W K(IJK 0 > 
IJK2 = IB2+I-2 

IJKO = 1-2 
WK<IJK2)=G*WK(IJKO) 

IJKO = I 
IJK3 = IB3+I 
WK( I JKO ) = 1 ./(P*B( I ) 4- W K ( IJK3 )— F* WK( IJKl ) — G*WK ( IJK2) ) 
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ÏJK5 = IB5+I 
UKH ~ IJK5-1 
1J KO = IJKN-1 
WK( I JK5) = A( I)-WK{ IJK1)*WK< IJKN)-WK( IJK2)*WK( IJKO) 
ï JK4 = IB4 + I 
F=P*C< I ) + WK<IJK4T-H*WK H J KïT 
G = H 
H^D(I)*P 

15 CONTINUE 
DO 20 1=3.N 

J = N-I+3 
IJK5 = IB5 + J 
IJK6 = IJK5+1 
IJK7 = UK 6 + 1 
IJK1 = I81+J 
IJK2 = IB2 + J 
WK( IJK5) = WK(Jl*WK( IJK5)-WK< IJK1 )*WK( IJK6)-WK< IJK2)*WK( IJK7) 

20 CONTINUE 
25 E=Q 

H=0 

C COMPUTE U AND ACCUMULATE F 
DO 30 1=2.N 

G=H 
IJK5 = IB5 + I 
H = (WK( IJKS+1 )-WK( IJK5>>/< X( I J-X< 1-1 > ) 
IJK6 = IB6 4* I 
WK< I JK6)=< H-G)*DY< ï-1 ) *DY < ï-1 > 
E=£+WK{ ï J K 6 ) * {H— G) 

30 CONTINUE 
G=-H*DY(N)*DY(N) 
IJK6 = I86+NP1 
WK<IJK6)=G 
G=F2 
F2=E*P*P 
IFCF2.GE.S .OR. F2.LE.G) GO TO 45 
F=0 • 
IJK6 = ~IB6+2 
H = < WK< IJK6+1)-WK<IJK6))/(X<2)-X< 11 ) 
IFIN.LT.3) GO TU 40 
DO 35 1=3.N 

G = H 
IJK6 = 186+I 
H = (WK( IJK6+1) —WK{ IJK6))/{X( Î} — X< I—1 ) ) 
IJK1 = 181+1-1 
IJK2 = I82+I-2 
G = H-G-WKIIJKi>*WK{I-l)-WK<IJK2)*WK<1-2) 
F = F+G*WK<I)*G 
WK ( I ) = G 

35 CONTINUE 
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40 H=E—P*F 
IFlH.LE.O) GO TO 45 

UPDATE THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER P 
FOR THE NEXT ITERATION 

P=P+IS-F2)/I{SORTIS/EÏ+P)*H)4AMAX1{SORTI E/S)« I.) 
GO TO Ï0 

IF E LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO S. 
COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS AND RETURN. 

45 DO 50 1=2,NP1 
IJK6 = IB6 + I 
AI I>=Y< I-1)—P*WKI IJK6) 
IJK5 = 195+I 
CI I ) =WM I JK5) 

50 CONTINUE 
DO 55 I=2,N 

H=XI I )—X I I-I) 
DtI) = (CI I + 1) — CI I))/I3,*H) 
8II)=(AII+I)—All))/H-(H*DII)+CII))*H 

55 CONTINUE 
9005 RETURN 

END 
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6.2.10 Digital Computer Subroutine FFT 

SUBROUTINE FFT 
C FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM SUBROUTINF 
C 
c 
C COMMON VARIABLFS 

C XC2.204R): DATA Î COMPLEX INPUT IN COLUMN l 

c NSTAGE: LENGTH OF TRANSFORM IS 2**N5TAGE 

r SIGN: FFT=>SIGN=-I IFFT=> SîGN=M 

C OUTPUT FORMAT FFT ï COL 2Î INVERSE FFT î COL 1 

COMMON/COMFFT/X(2* S 12)•NSTAGE « S IGN,SINE( I 30) 

COMPLEX X 
ÏNTFGFR R 

DOUBLE PRECISION DA X,DAY 

COMPL EX * 16 W.ZZ.YY 
N=2**NSTAGF 
FLT N= N 

N2 = N/2 

N4=N/4 

DO 3 J=1,NSTAGE 
N2J=N/{2**J) 

NR=N2J 
NI=(244JI/2 

DO 2 1=1.NI 
IN2 J=( I -I )*N2 J+! 
IF( IN2J-N4- 1 ) 5,5.6 

6 IF(ÏN2J—N2—1) 7,7,8 
5 CONTINUE 

AY=SINE( IN2J ) 
INV=N4-IN2J+2 

AX=SI N^ ( INV) 
GO TO R 

7 CONTINUE 

INV=N 2—TN2J+2 

IDT F= IN2J-N4 
A X=—SI NE IIDIF) 

A Y= S I NE ( TNV ) 
R CONTINUE 

DAX=A X 

DAY=SIGN*AY 

W=DCMPLX(DAX,DAY) 

IN?J=IN2J-1 
DO 2 R=1,NR 

ISUB=R4- TN2J 

ISUB1=R + IN2J* 2 
ISU 05=ISUBI+N2J 

ISUB3=T SUB+N2 
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YY-XC 1. T SUB 1 ) 
ZZ=X(1• ISUF2) 
ZZ=W*ZZ 
X(2 *TSUR)=YY+ZZ 

X (2 ,T SUB3)=YY-ZZ 
2 CONTI NUF 

OO 3 1=1, N 
3 X(1,1)=X(2,I» 

IFISIGN.GT. O.J RETURN 
CO 4 1= ! , N 

4 X{ 2* I >=X( 1, I )/FLTN 
RETURN 
F NO 
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